
Floating World Comics

Forbidden Surgeries of the Hideous Dr.
Divinus
S. Craig Zahler
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$15.95 USD
104 pages

Summary: During his 45th year of life “A singular voice in
cinema,” (Movies in Focus) and “One of genre’s most
exciting filmmakers” (Indiewire) decided to make a comic
book.

After the release of three startling, award-winning movies
that have played around the world and been added to the
permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art, S. Craig
Zahler wanted to return to his first artistic passion
—illustration. With tools that he had developed as a director,
screenwriter, cinematographer, novelist, and songwriter, he
committed himself to writing, drawing, inking, and lettering
his graphic novel debut, a full-length work of noir horror

Morrow Gift

Strange Planet: Existence Chronicle
Nathan W. Pyle
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$14.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: The curiously relatable inhabitants of Strange
Planet are at it once again! Illustrated with art from the
Strange Planet collections, Nathan W. Pyle’s guided journal
takes a fresh, self-reflective look at the behavior that makes
us human. Strange Planet: Existence Chronicle explores
favorite themes from the Strange Planet social media
stream and books, including emotions, recreation, and
cultural traditions. Filled with prompts from the Strange
Planet universe, and showcasing the signature Strange
Planet characters in pastel hues of pink, blue, green, and
purple, this guided journal can help fans explore and better
understand the “strange planet” they inhabit.

Abrams Appleseed

Black Panther: My Mighty Marvel First Book
Marvel Entertainment, John Buscema
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$10.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: An introduction to Black Panther for the
youngest superfans—featuring art by legendary artist
John Buscema!

Pounce into action with the Black Panther, an Avenger and
King of the mighty nation of Wakanda! Learn all about his
abilities, skills, and friends in this bright and bold board
book, with art from the classic comics by John Buscema.
Vivid colors and three special gatefolds make for a fun-filled
read perfect for the youngest kids and long-time Marvel fans
alike.

Conundrum Press

To Know You’re Alive
Dakota McFadzean
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$20.00 USD
160 pages

Summary: Award-winning Canadian cartoonist Dakota
McFadzean returns with a brilliantly dark collection that
offers a glimpse into the cracks between childhood
imagination and the disappointing harshness of adulthood.
Populated by cruel bullies, exhausted parents, and relentless
cartoon mascots, the world of To Know You’re Alive renders
the familiar into something that is alien and absurd. The
characters in these stories long to uncover something
uncanny in shadowy attics and beneath masks, only to
discover that sometimes it’s worse to find nothing at all.
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IDW Publishing

Sonic The Hedgehog, Vol. 7: All or Nothing
Ian Flynn, Adam Bryce Thomas, Evan Stanley
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$15.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: It’s all come down to this, but will Sonic be
able to overcome the odds and emerge victorious?

The world has completely fallen to the Metal Virus. Sonic the
Hedgehog and his friends find themselves on Angel Island,
the last safe place, launching a desperate plan with their old
foe, Dr. Eggman, to defeat the Deadly Six and reclaim the
Chaos Emeralds in a last-ditch effort to save the world.

Collects Sonic the Hedgehog issues #25-29.

Series Overview: Volume 7 in an ongoing series.

Random House Books for Young Readers

The Smartest Kid in the Universe
Chris Grabenstein
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: “Chris Grabenstein just might be the
smartest writer for kids in the universe.”—James
Patterson

What if you could learn everything just by eating
jellybeans?! Meet the Smartest Kid in the Universe and
find out in this fun-packed new series from the
Bestselling Author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s
Library and coauthor of Max Einstein!

12 year old Jake’s middle school is about to be shut
down—unless Jake and his friends can figure out how to
save it. When Jake spies a bowl of jellybeans at the hotel

Crown Books for Young Readers

Max and the Midknights: Battle of the
Bodkins
Lincoln Peirce
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$13.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: Max takes on knight school in the hilarious
sequel to the New York Times bestselling illustrated
novel Max and the Midknights, from the author of the
Big Nate series!

“Fantastic! I loved it!” -Dav Pikley, New York Times
bestselling author of the Dog Man series

“Max is epic fun!” -Jeff Kinney, New York Times
bestselling author of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series

Max didn’t expect knight school to be so tough. Luckily, she
has her best friends—the Midknights—at her side. But when

Titan Books

Star Trek: The Artistry of Dan Curry
Dan Curry, Ben Robinson
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$45.00 USD
204 pages

Summary: Hardback volume showcasing the diverse
work of one of Star Trek’s most talented alumni, Dan
Curry, whose contributions to the TV shows and movies
include visual effects, practical effects, title design and
weaponry.

With more than 50 years of history to its name, Star Trek is
one of the world’s most treasured popular culture
institutions, and seven-time Emmy award winner Dan Curry
is one of its most enduring talents. His amazing
contributions have ranged from directing, title design and
concept art to practical on-set effects and weapon design.
From The Next Generation to Enterprise, Dan’s incredibly
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Anchor

The Stand (Movie Tie-in Edition)
Stephen King
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$10.99 USD
1328 pages

Summary: The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All
Access series starring Whoopi Goldberg, Alexander
Skarsgard, and James Marsden, premiering December
17, 2020.

A patient escapes from a biological testing facility,
unknowingly carrying a deadly weapon: a mutated strain of
super-flu that will wipe out 99 percent of the world’s
population within a few weeks. Those who remain are
scared, bewildered, and in need of a leader. Two emerge
—Mother Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who
urges them to build a peaceful community in Boulder,
Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the nefarious “Dark Man,” who

Image Comics

Sex Criminals Volume 6: Six Criminals
Matt Fraction, Chip Zdarsky
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
136 pages

Summary:
The grand finale! The big finish! The climax! We speak of course
about this, the end of the award-winning, boundary-pushing, taste-
challenging SEX CRIMINALS. Suze and Jon have sex, stop time, and
rob banks. The bank went after them. Now Suze and Jon finish off
the bank, the Sex Police, and the bad guys all in one pop, hoping to
dodge a huge load of trouble before it explodes in their faces.

Collects SEX CRIMINALS #26-30, 69

BOOM! Box

Juliet Takes a Breath
Gabby Rivera, Celia Moscote
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: A NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL ADAPTATION OF THE
BESTSELLING BOOK! Juliet Milagros Palante is leaving the
Bronx and headed to Portland, Oregon. She just came out
to her family and isn’t sure if her mom will ever speak to
her again. But don’t worry, Juliet has something kinda
resembling a plan that’ll help her figure out what it means
to be Puerto Rican, lesbian and out. See, she’s going to
intern with Harlowe Brisbane - her favorite feminist author,
someone whose last work on feminism, self-love and lots of
other things will help Juliet find her ever elusive epiphany.
There’s just one problem—Harlowe’s white, not from the
Bronx and doesn’t have the answers. Okay, maybe that’s
more than one problem but Juliet never said it was a perfect

Titan Comics

Rivers Of London Vol. 8: The Fey and the
Furious
Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel, Lee Sullivan
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Detective Inspector Peter Grant is back in
an all-new comic miniseries from author Ben
Aaronovitch!

Trouble never lies far from the race track. When a flash car
belonging to a young boy racer from England washes up in
the Netherlands with a bagload of unusual cargo, it’s evident
there is more than meets the eye happening at street races
held in an Essex car park.

Enter Detective Inspector Peter Grant. Fresh from
suspension, he takes to the track in his orange ’asbo’ Ford
Focus to try and infiltrate the big leagues. But Peter soon
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Oni Press

Rick and Morty: Go to Hell
Ryan Ferrier, Constanza Oroza
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Well, it finally happened. Rick and Morty are in
Hell, and we don't mean the DMV. It's fire, brimstone, and
torture for all eternity. Typical Rick, he sees a way out of
this mess and drags Morty with him on a horrific adventure
to speak to...the manager. It's Dante's Inferno meets Office
Space, and all hell's about to break loose!

Collects the full 5-issue miniseries from writer Ryan Ferrier,
artist Constanza Orozo, colorist Sarah Stern, and letterer
CRANK!

Tor Fantasy

Heart of Black Ice : Sister of Darkness: The
Nicci Chronicles, Volume IV
Terry Goodkind
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$9.99 USD
672 pages

Summary: In the wake of the brutal war that swept the
Old World in Siege of Stone, a new danger is forming along
the coast. Taken captive by their enemies, King Grieve,
along with Lila and Bannon are about to discover the
terrifying force that threatens to bring destruction to the Old
World.

The Norukai, barbarian raiders and slavers, have been
gathering an immense fleet among the inhospitably rocky
islands that make up their home. With numbers greater
than anyone could have imagined, the Norukai are poised to
launch their final and most deadly war.

Amberjack Publishing

A Dreadful Fairy Book
Jon Etter, Quentin Q. Quacksworth
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$9.99 USD
304 pages

Summary:

Whatever expectations you have of delightful and whimsical
fairies are sure to be disappointed. There are certainly
fairies, but most are not proper fairies. Some who are
supposed to be nasty are disappointingly nice, while some
who should be kind and helpful are disconcertingly surly.
Our heroine is, perhaps, the worst offender—a sprite more
interested in books than carefree games, who insists on
being called Shade. She is on a quest to find a place her
outré self can call home. A place of companionship, comfort,
and, most importantly, positively filled with books.

Dark Horse Books

Frankenstein Undone
Mike Mignola, Scott Allie, Ben Stenbeck, Brennan
W...
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: His creator dead in the icy grip of the Arctic,
and the “monster” Frankenstein searches for a new
purpose.

Bearing a heavy conscience, he embarks on a journey to
discover what it means to be human. But what he finds may
bring more harm than healing as he encounters both the
best and worst of mankind.

Bridging Mary Shelley’s original Frankenstein novella and
Mike Mignola’s Frankenstein Underground, this paperback
offers over a hundred pages of story plus an all-new
sketchbook section from Mignola, Scott Allie, Ben Stenbeck,
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Random House

Love, Kurt : The Vonnegut Love Letters,
1941-1945
Kurt Vonnegut, Edith Vonnegut
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$35.00 USD
240 pages

Summary: A never-before-seen collection of deeply
intimate love letters from Kurt Vonnegut to his first
wife, Jane, compiled and edited by their daughter and
reproduced in gorgeous full color.

“If ever I do write anything of length—good or bad—it will
be written with you in mind.”

Kurt Vonnegut’s oldest daughter, Edith, was cleaning out her
mother’s attic when she stumbled upon a dusty box. Inside
were more than two-hundred love letters written by Kurt to
Jane, spanning the early years of their relationship: from
1941, when nineteen-year-old Kurt heads off to college, to

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

WolfWalkers: The Graphic Novel
Tomm Moore & Ross Stewart, Samuel Sattin
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$14.99 USD
272 pages

Summary:
An enchanting graphic novel about a feud, a friendship,
and two girls forever changed. Based on the beautifully
hand-crafted animated adventure, WolfWalkers, this
graphic novel features an introduction and exclusive
original art from film cocreator Tomm Moore and co-Art
Director Maria Pareja. Watch the stunning film coming
to Apple TV+ on December 11.

On the orders of the Lord Protector Cromwell, Robyn
Goodfellowe and her father come to Kilkenny, Ireland, to
wipe out the last of the wolves, deemed dangerous beasts,
that live in the neighboring forest. Robyn, unable to hunt

Fantagraphics

The Eternaut 1969
Héctor Germán Oesterheld, Alberto Breccia
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
64 pages

Summary: In the 1950s, pioneering comics writer Héctor
Germán Oesterheld authored the serialized science-fiction
adventure story The Eternaut, now a seminal Argentine
graphic novel. In 1969, Oesterheld rebooted his narrative as
a dark warning for a mature readership; Alberto Breccia
manifested the tonal shift with an expressionistic,
disorienting art style.

In The Eternaut 1969, a deadly “snow” falls. Juan Salvo’s
small household of family and friends are spared, protected
inside his home—but what horror awaits them in the silent,
deserted streets of Buenos Aires? Venturing out in search of
supplies, our everyday heroes soon join the resistance

Image Comics

Adventureman, Volume 1: The End and
Everything After
Matt Fraction, Terry Dodson
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$24.99 USD
168 pages

Summary:
WHERE HIS STORY ENDED... HER STORY BEGINS! Everyone knows the story
of how ADVENTUREMAN, the greatest pulp hero of ended in a
heartbreaking CLIFFHANGER with our hero facing execu on an the eve of
the MACABRAPOCALYPSE... now learn the startling truth about how, eighty
years a er his seeming demise, single mother Claire and her Adventurefan
son Tommy seem to spark his RESURRECTION! Can these inheritors of the
Adventureman legacy rise up to face down the evil that bested the original?
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Fantagraphics

Barnaby Volume Four
Crockett Johnson, Philip Nel, Trina Robbins
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$49.99 USD
388 pages

Summary: Volume Four collects 1948–1949; the
misadventures of five-year-old Barnaby Baxter and his Fairy
Godfather J.J. O’Malley continue. Bumbling but endearing,
Mr. O’Malley rarely gets his magic to work — even when he
consults his Fairy Godfather’s Handy Pocket Guide. The true
magic of Barnaby resides in its canny mix of fantasy and
satire, amplified by the understated elegance of Crockett
Johnson’s clean, spare art. It combines of Johnson’s sly wit
and O’Malley’s amiable windbaggery, a child’s feeling of
wonder and an adult’s wariness, highly literate jokes and a
keen eye for the ridiculous. Designed by Daniel Clowes
(Patience, Wilson), it includes scholarly material.

NYRB Kids

The Little Bookroom
Eleanor Farjeon, Edward Ardizzone, Rumer
Godden
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$12.99 USD
328 pages

Summary: In The Little Bookroom, Eleanor Farjeon
mischievously tilts our workaday world to reveal its wonders
and follies. Her selection of her favorite stories describes
powerful—and sometimes exceedingly silly—monarchs, and
commoners who are every bit their match; musicians and
dancers who live for aft rather than earthly reward; and a
goldfish who wishes to "marry the Moon, surpass the Sun,
and possess the World."

Publication History: 1st pub 1955

Roaring Brook Press

Girl Giant and the Monkey King
Van Hoang
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Eleven-year-old Thom Ngoh is keeping a secret:
She’s strong. Like, suuuuper strong. Freakishly strong. And
it’s making it impossible for Thom to fit in at her new middle
school.

In a desperate bid to get rid of her super strength, she
makes a deal with the Monkey King, a powerful deity and
legendary trickster. Thom will help him get back his magical
staff if he'll take away her strength.

Soon she is swept up in a centuries-old world where
demons, dragons, and Jade princesses actually exist. But
Thom quickly discovers that magic can’t cure everything,

Orbit

King of the Rising
Kacen Callender
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.99 USD
384 pages

Summary:
King of the Rising is the searing conclusion to an
unflinching and powerful Caribbean-inspired fantasy
series about colonialism, resilience and defiance.

A revolution has swept through the islands of Hans Lollik
and former slave Loren Jannik has been chosen to lead the
survivors in a bid to free the islands forever.

But the rebels are running out of food, weapons and
options. And as the Fjern inch closer to reclaiming Hans
Lollik with every battle, Loren is faced with a choice that
could shift the course of the revolution in their favor -- or
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Holiday House

The Bitterwine Oath
Hannah West
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$18.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Every fifty years, a cult claims twelve men
to murder in a small Texas town. Can one girl end the
cycle of violence - and save the boy who broke her
heart?

“A richly woven tale of magic and murder and
vengeance. This book kept me up all night! One of the
best stories I’ve read all year.” - Shea Ernshaw, New
York Times bestselling author of The Wicked Deep

San Solano, Texas, is a quaint town known for its charm,
hospitality, and history of murder. Twice now, twelve men
have been brutally killed, and no one knows who did it. A

Knopf Books for Young Readers

A Wolf for a Spell
Karah Sutton
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: The Girl Who Drank the Moon meets Pax in
this fantastical tale of a wolf who forms an unlikely
alliance with Baba Yaga to save the forest from a
wicked tsar.

Since she was a pup, Zima has been taught to fear humans
—especially witches—but when her family is threatened, she
has no choice but to seek help from the witch Baba Yaga.

Baba Yaga never does magic for free, but it just so happens
that she needs a wolf’s keen nose for a secret plan she’s
brewing…Before Zima knows what’s happening, the witch
has cast a switching spell and run off into the woods, while

Knockabout

Lives of the Great Occultists
Hunt Emerson, Kevin Jackson
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Since the dawn of humanity, there have been
individuals who want to mess around with Hidden Powers -
with the Occult. Some were Mystics, some were Scientists,
some were Charlatans. Some were Powerful, some were
Wretched. All were pretty bonkers. From Dr. Dee to Kenneth
Anger, from Mother Shipton to Madam Blavatsky, from Isaac
Newton to David Bowie - centuries of eccentric, bizarre
lives. Kevin Jackson and Hunt Emerson have made over 100
pages of comics dealing with the Lives of the Great
Occultists. Over 40 Occultists in all, including Faust,
Giordano Bruno, Strindberg, Isobel Gowdie, Kircher, William
Blake, PL Travers, WB Yeats, Jack Parsons, and - repeatedly
- Aleister Crowley. The comics are factual, and very funny.

Disney Lucasfilm Press

Star Wars: The Mandalorian: Allies & Enemies
Level 2 Reader
Brooke Vitale
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$4.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Meet the cast of characters from Star Wars: The
Mandalorian!

This Level 2 reader introduces young fans to the memorable
heroes and villains from the smash hit television series on
Disney+, Star Wars: The Mandalorian! With dynamic
full-color art and a story geared to help with reading, kids
will love identifying their favorite characters from the series,
from the Child to Cara Dune to the mysterious Moff Gideon.
Includes stickers!
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Disney Lucasfilm Press

Star Wars: The Mandalorian: A Clan of Two
Brooke Vitale
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$5.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Relive your favorite moments from Star Wars: The
Mandalorian!

This colorful, dynamic, action-packed storybook lets young
readers relive the highlights of the first season of the
smash-hit Disney+ live action television series, Star Wars:
The Mandalorian.

From the Mandalorian himself, to his adorable bounty, the
Child, and other characters like Cara Dune, IG-11, Kuiil, and
Moff Gideon, some of the most exciting moments from
season one are here to enjoy.

Valiant Entertainment, LLC

Bloodshot (2019) Book 3
Tim Seeley, Marc Laming
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$14.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Beaten, battered… Burned!

Unthinkable monsters are unleashing hell on Earth!
Bloodshot and his allies in the coalition of former agents
known as the Burned will be put to the test… but all is not
as it seems. Now, surrounded by enemies, who can
Bloodshot trust?

New York Times best-selling writer Tim Seeley (Nightwing)
joins blistering artist Marc Laming (Planet Hulk) for the next
bullet riddled volume of the series Screen Rant calls
"undeniably slick".

Albatross Funnybooks

The Goon: Bunch of Old Crap Volume 3: An
Omnibus
Eric Powell
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$29.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Fear and misery plague the nameless town on
the edge of Horse-Eater’s Wood. An ancient curse is drawing
the most powerful and vile creatures to the town with only
one hope for protection -- the Goon. But when it draws an
enemy thought long gone, even the Goon's lifelong foe, the
Zombie Priest, is subjugated to this power’s evil will.
Collects The Goon Volumes 7–9 of Eric Powell’s Eisner Award
winning series with bonus material.

SUNY Press

Mind Reeling : Psychopathology on Film
Homer B. Pettey
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$95.00 USD
224 pages

Summary: Across a variety of genres, shows how mental
disorders are depicted in cinema.Mind Reeling investigates
how cinema displays and mirrors psychological disorders,
such as bipolar disorder, amnesia, psychotic delusions,
obsessive compulsive behavior, trauma, paranoia, and
borderline personalities. It explores a range of genres,
including biopics, comedies, film noirs, contemporary
dramedies, thrillers, Gothic mysteries, and docufictions. The
contributors open up critical approaches to audience
fascination with film depictions of serious disturbances
within the human psyche. Many films examined here have
had little scholarly attention and commentary. These essays
focus on how cinematic techniques contribute to popular
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Image Comics

Gideon Falls, Volume 5: Wicked Words
Jeff Lemire, Andrea Sorrentino, Dave Stewart
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.99 USD
120 pages

Summary:
A er the mind-bending destruc on of the Black Barn, our heroes find
themselves spread across the mul verse of Gideon Falls that it contained
within! While Angie struggles to survive in a 1984 version, Clara is alone in
an old west version and Father Fred is a man out of place in the cyberpunk
Gideon Falls. And where Norton landed is anyone’s guess... And while these
worlds all seem far apart, the Laughing Man is always closer than you think!

Collects GIDEON FALLS #22-26

Graphix

Cat Kid Comic Club: From the Creator of Dog
Man
Dav Pilkey
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$12.99 USD
176 pages

Summary:
A pioneering new graphic novel series by Dav Pilkey,
the author and illustrator of the internationally
bestselling Dog Man and Captain Underpants series.

In Cat Kid Comic Club, Li'l Petey, Flippy, and Molly introduce
twenty-one rambunctious, funny, and talented baby frogs to
the art of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps
and hilarity, readers get to see the progress, mistakes, and
improvements that come with practice and persistence.

DC Comics

Wonder Woman: Dead Earth
Daniel Warren Johnson
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$29.99 USD
200 pages

Summary: Wonder Woman’s mission was to save
Man’s World from itself. She failed.

When Diana awakens from a centuries-long sleep, she
discovers Earth has been reduced to a nuclear wasteland.
Now she’s marooned in a dark and dangerous future,
protecting the last human city from titanic monsters and
struggling to uncover the secret of this dead Earth…and how
she may be responsible for it.

In the newest title from DC’s critically acclaimed Black Label
line, Daniel Warren Johnson, the celebrated creator of
Murder Falcon and Extremity, mixes sci-fi and fantasy into a

Centrala

The Silence of The Hippo : African Folktales
Told by Children
David Böhm
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$20.00 USD
64 pages

Summary: The African imagination unmercifully breaks
down European preconceptions of what a folktale is
supposed to look like.

Poetic, somewhat absurd, and in some places dark – such
are the short folktales in this book. Most of them come out
of traditional African folklore, as reimagined by child
storytellers, with a rather distinctive flavor.

These stories came into the hands of the Czech artist David
Böhm in the suitcase of his sister Terezie as a stack of
student essays from a small Central African school. Retelling
these kids' stories in comic format, Böhm creates a
singularly refreshing graphic adaptation for adults.
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Titan Comics

Robotech Archives: The Masters Vol. 1
Mike Baron, Neil Vokes
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$34.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: An epic new addition to the series of books
collecting classic Robotech comic material.

Titan’s Robotech Archives omnibus series continues with a
huge collection of the classic Robotech: The Masters comics
- which have never been collected before! The Macross Saga
is over and 15 years have passed since the war with the
Zentraedi. But the peaceful life of the surviving humans
ends when the Robotech Masters attack, in their search for
the Protoculture. Can Dana Sterling - the daughter of Max
and Miriya - and her fellow soldiers save the Earth?

Collects issues 1 to 11 of the Robotech: The Masters series

Dark Horse Books

Criminal Macabre: The Big Bleed Out
Steve Niles, Gyula Nemeth
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: A brand-new Criminal Macabre story by
Steve Niles (30 Days of Night)! A noir tale of mysteries,
vampires, love, and betrayal.

Supernatural detective Cal McDonald, found wandering the
streets as a disheveled vagrant, is ripped from his
self-imposed retirement to resume his monster-killing
career.

But Cal is reluctant to return to the fray. What has the
hard-bitten investigator so shaken? It’s a long story that
begins with a beautiful woman who happens to be a
vampire…and ends with a bang.

Sourcebooks Fire

The Frozen Prince
Maxym M. Martineau
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$10.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Noc Feyreigner, leader of the assassins of Cruor,
is living on borrowed time. If he fails to kill Leena
Edenfrell—the girl he can't live without—his own life will be
at stake. With the dark magic of Curor's Oath testing his
control, Noc has to fight with everything he is to keep his
friends and family safe.

Leena would do anything to help Noc overcome the oath. So
when she hears of a beast rumored to have the power
needed to save Noc's life, she embarks on a quest to the
frozen north. But what starts as a hunt for a magical beast
quickly turns Leena, Noc, and their trusted band of
assassins into prey…and time is running out.

Square Fish

We Hunt the Flame
Hafsah Faizal
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$10.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Zafira is the Hunter, disguising herself as a man
to brave the cursed forest of the Arz to feed her people.
Nasir is the Prince of Death, assassinating those foolish
enough to defy his autocratic father, the king. If Zafira was
exposed as a girl, her achievements would be rejected; if
Nasir displayed compassion, his father would brutally punish
him. War is brewing in Arawiya, and when Zafira embarks
on a quest to uncover an artifact that can restore magic and
stop the Arz, Nasir is sent by the king on a similar mission:
retrieve the artifact and kill the Hunter. But an ancient evil
stirs—and the prize they seek poses a threat greater than
either can imagine. Set in a rich world inspired by ancient
Arabia, We Hunt the Flame is a story of conquering fear and
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Swoon Reads

The Ballad of Ami Miles
Kristy Dallas Alley
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: Raised in isolation at Heavenly Shepherd, her
family’s trailer-dealership-turned-survival compound, Ami
Miles knows that she was lucky to be born into a place of
safety after the old world ended and the chaos began. But
when her grandfather arranges a marriage to a cold-eyed
stranger, she realizes that her “destiny” as one of the few
females capable of still bearing children isn’t something
she’s ready to face.

With the help of one of her aunts, she flees the only life
she’s ever known and sets off on a quest to find her
long-lost mother (and hopefully a mate of her own
choosing). But as she journeys, Ami discovers many new

Roaring Brook Press

Never After: The Thirteenth Fairy
Melissa de la Cruz
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: Nothing ever happens in Filomena
Jefferson-Cho’s small California town. The sun shines every
day, the grass is always green, and while her school swears
there’s no bullying, she knows firsthand that isn't true. But
one day, when she’s walking home from her favorite
bookstore on her own, something strange occurs.

Filomena is being followed by Jack Stalker, one of the
heroes in the Thirteenth Fairy, a book series she loves. She
must be dreaming or still reading. But Jack is insistent—he’s
real, the stories are real, and Filomena must come at once!

Soon, she is thrust into a world of fairies, princesses,

Tor Books

Hollow Empire : A Poison War Novel
Sam Hawke
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$30.99 USD
560 pages

Summary: It started with poison and rebellion. It continues
with war and witchcraft.

The deadly siege of Silasta woke the ancient spirits, and the
city-state must find its place in this new world of magic.

But people and politics are always treacherous, and it will
take all of Jovan and Kalina’s skills to save the city-state
when witches and assassins turn their sights to domination.

Poison was only the beginning.

Solaris

After The War: The Tales of Catt & Fisher : A
brand-new collection of stand-alone stories
from the world of the critically acclaimed
Redemption's Blade and Salvation's Fire
novels.
Justina Robson
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$11.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: A brand-new collection of stand-alone stories
featuring the return of two fan-favourite characters from the
world of the critically acclaimed Redemption’s Blade and
Salvation’s Fire novels.

Four new tales of Doctors Catt and Fisher…

Scholars, shopkeepers, collectors… aficionados. Obtainers of
rare antiquities; relic hunters who can’t resist a lead, even
when it takes them into terrible danger. There’s always an
opportunity to be found amid the confusion, in the wake of
the terrible Kinslayer War. There’s always a deal to be done,
a tomb to open, a precious thing to… obtain.
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The MIT Press

Handprints on Hubble : An Astronaut's Story
of Invention
Kathryn D. Sullivan
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.95 USD
304 pages

Summary: The first American woman to walk in space
recounts her experience as part of the team that
launched, rescued, repaired, and maintained the
Hubble Space Telescope.

The Hubble Space Telescope has revolutionized our
understanding of the universe. It has, among many other
achievements, revealed thousands of galaxies in what
seemed to be empty patches of sky; transformed our
knowledge of black holes; found dwarf planets with moons
orbiting other stars; and measured precisely how fast the
universe is expanding. In Handprints on Hubble, retired
astronaut Kathryn Sullivan describes her work on the NASA

DAW

Jolene : An Elemental Masters Novel
Mercedes Lackey
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$28.00 USD
320 pages

Summary: The beloved Elemental Masters series
moves to America for the first time in a rich retelling of
The Queen of the Copper Mountain, set against the
backdrop of Tennessee coal country.

Anna May Jones is the daughter of a coal miner. When her
father succumbs to Black Lung, the coal company wastes no
time in turning the family out of their home. In desperation,
Anna May’s mother sends her to live with her Aunt Jinny, a
witchy-woman and an Elemental Master, in a holler outside
of Ducktown.

As she settles into her new life, Anna May finds herself

Square Fish

A Box of Bones
Marina Cohen
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$7.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Twelve-year-old Kallie despises nonsense. She
believes there’s a rational explanation for everything,
despite the good-natured prodding of her Grandpa Jess, who
takes her to frivolous wastes of time like their town’s local
Festival of Fools.

There, Kallie meets a faceless man (must be some kind of
mask) who gives her an odd wooden puzzle box (must be
some kind of gimmick). Intrigued, Kallie sets to work on
unlocking its secrets and lets something out. From here
Kallie’s life begins to entangle with another world, a world
where Liah, a young bone carver, journeys with her master
to sell wares to a wicked Queen.

BOOM! Studios

Firefly Original Graphic Novel: Watch How I
Soar
Joss Whedon, Giannis Milonogiannis, Jorge
Corona, ...
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: A new graphic novel exploring one of the most
pivotal moments of Joss Whedon’s acclaimed Firefly, as
Wash realizes he’s about to die and the most important
moments flash before his eyes- including one that even he
never expected.

“I AM A LEAF ON THE WIND;
WATCH HOW I SOAR”

Return to the critically-acclaimed world of Joss Whedon’s
Firefly in an all new graphic novel spotlighting Hoban “Wash”
Washburne, pilot of the spaceship Serenity...who has just
realized he’s about to die.
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Orbit

The Last Lies of Ardor Benn
Tyler Whitesides
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.99 USD
672 pages

Summary:
"A truly grand scheme with complicated layers of
plotting and trickery" (Booklist).

The final book in an action-packed epic fantasy series
set in a world with dragon-fueled magic where master
con artist Ardor Benn takes a job to steal a living
dragon.

Ardor Benn has taken his lies to a new level, infiltrating high
society so he can steal a priceless resource. But now that
he's on the inside, he finds himself poring through ancient
texts, searching for answers to his deepest questions. He

Fremantle Press

The History of Mischief
Rebecca Higgie
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$14.95 USD
376 pages

Summary: When Jessie and her older sister Kay find a
book called The History of Mischief, hidden beneath the
floorboards in their grandmother’s house, they uncover a
secret world. The History chronicles how, since antiquity,
mischief-makers have clandestinely shaped the past – from
an Athenian slave to a Polish salt miner and from an advisor
to the Ethiopian Queen to a girl escaping the Siege of Paris.
Jessie becomes enthralled by the book and by her own
mission to determine its accuracy. Soon the History inspires
Jessie to perform her own acts of mischief, unofficially
becoming mischief-maker number 202 in an effort to cheer
up her eccentric neighbour, Mrs Moran, and to comfort her
new schoolfriend, Theodore. However, not everything is as it

Atlantic Monthly Press

Wild Minds : The Artists and Rivalries That
Inspired the Golden Age of Animation
Reid Mitenbuler
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$28.00 USD
432 pages

Summary: In 1911, famed cartoonist Winsor McCay
debuted one of the first animated cartoons, based on his
sophisticated newspaper strip “Little Nemo in Slumberland,”
itself inspired by Freud’s recent research on dreams. McCay
is largely forgotten today, but he unleashed an art form, and
the creative energy of artists from Otto Messmer and Max
Fleischer to Walt Disney and Warner Bros.’ Chuck Jones.
Their origin stories, rivalries, and sheer genius, as Reid
Mitenbuler skillfully relates, were as colorful and subversive
as their creations—from Felix the Cat to Bugs Bunny to
feature films such as Fantasia—which became an integral
part and reflection of American culture over the next five
decades.

DK

Marvel Myths and Legends : The epic origins
of Thor, the Eternals, Black Panther, and the
Marvel Universe
James Hill
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$25.00 USD
216 pages

Summary: Explore the fabled myths and epic legends
of the vast and vibrant Marvel Universe.

Visit the dawn of time to witness the birth of the Celestials
and their warring creations, the Eternals and Deviants.
Discover the pantheons of Thor, the Asgardians, and their
Olympian rivals. Wonder at the arcane origins of Doctor
Strange, the Sorcerer Supreme. Behold the new and ancient
gods of Wakanda and the Black Panthers. Celebrate the rise
of Atlantis and its royal protector Namor, the Sub-Mariner.

These are the spectacular sagas and mythic tales that define
and underpin the Marvel Universe.
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DC Comics

Tiny Titans: Beast Boy & Raven
Art Baltazar, Franco Aureliani
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$9.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Awwww yeah, Titans! Superhero stories for
the young reader featuring kid versions of characters
from the DC Universe.

Written and drawn by the amazing Art Baltazar and Franco,
it’s fun for the whole family as teen-y tiny titans Raven and
Beast Boy go on all sorts of awesome adventures! Perfect
for fans of all ages.

Collects Tiny Titans #1-6, #8, #12-14, #17, #20, #26-27
and #44.

Holiday House

The History of the World in Comics
Jean-Baptiste de Panafieu, Adrienne Barman
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$12.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: Never has natural history been so fun!
Scientific accuracy and humor combine to tell the
entire history of Earth in a comic book format.

A paleontologist and a storyteller take two children through
the birth of our planet, the beginning of microbes, and
through the heydays of protozoans, dinosaurs, and early
mammals with unfailing enthusiasm.

The art accurately portrays animal species and prehistoric
landscapes, includes maps and infographics, but also adds
humorous touches: a google-eyed prehistoric fish looking
startled to be walking on land and the children popping out

NYRB Classics

Dissipatio H.G. : The Vanishing
Guido Morselli, Frederika Randall
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$15.95 USD
144 pages

Summary: A fantastic and philosophical vision of the
apocalypse by one of the most striking Italian novelists
of the twentieth century.

From his solitary buen retiro in the mountains, the last man
on earth drives to the capital Chrysopolis to see if anyone
else has survived the Vanishing. But there’s no one else,
living or dead, in that city of “holy plutocracy,” with its
fifty-six banks and as many churches. He’d left the
metropolis to escape his fellow humans and their striving,
but to find that the entire human race has evaporated in an
instant is more than he had bargained for.

Melville House

The Revisionaries
A. R. Moxon
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
608 pages

Summary: “A modern-day classic.”—Ron Charles,
Washington Post

“A spectacular invention.”—The New York Times

“Compulsively readable.”—NPR

Things do not bode well for Father Julius…A street preacher
decked out in denim robes and running shoes, Julius is a
source of inspiration for a community that knows nothing of
his scandalous origins.
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Ecco

The Blade Between : A Novel
Sam J. Miller
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$26.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Ronan Szepessy promised himself he’d never
return to Hudson. The sleepy upstate town was no place for
a restless gay photographer. But his father is ill and New
York City’s distractions have become too much for him. He
hopes that a quick visit will help him recharge.

Ronan reconnects with two friends from high school: Dom,
his first love, and Dom’s wife, Attalah. The three former
misfits mourn what their town has become—overrun by
gentrifiers and corporate interests. With friends and
neighbors getting evicted en masse and a mayoral election
coming up, Ronan and Attalah craft a plan to rattle the

Harper Voyager

Stargods
Ian Douglas
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Will this be the end?

Or a new beginning…

Having battled aliens to prove humanity’s worth as a
star-faring species, Admiral Trevor Gray has a new mission:
follow the directives of the super-AI Konstantin and lead the
star carrier America on a mission through time and space to
determine if humanity can truly transcend into Singularity…
and avoid the pitfalls that have plagued so many of the
aliens Earth has encountered since it gained faster-
than-light travel.

But there are those out there who don’t want an answer,

Oni Press

Invader Zim Vol. 10
Jhonen Vasquez, Sam Logan, C. Maddie
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The tenth and final volume in the
bestselling Invader ZIM comic series based on the hit
Nickelodeon TV show!

Don't miss this explosive collection of Invader ZIM comics!
(Yes, there are actually explosions in this one.) PREPARE
YOUR HUMAN EYE SPHERES for a planet unlike anything
ZIM and Dib (and GIR I guess) have ever seen--populated
entirely by OTHER ZIMS! As in, ZIMs from alternate
timelines! But still the horrible, evil ZIM Dib knows all too
well.

Can Dib join the resistance (of ZIMS) and take down the

Gallery / Saga Press

Songs of Love and Death : All-Original Tales
of Star-Crossed Love
George R. R. Martin, Gardner Dozois
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.00 USD
480 pages

Summary: A groundbreaking and “wonderful” (Library
Journal, starred review) anthology of fantasy, science
fiction, and romance from New York Times bestselling
and award-winning authors, edited by the acclaimed
George R.R. Martin and Gardner Dozois.

From epic fantasy, post-apocalyptic America, to faerie-
haunted rural fields in 18th-century England, to an
intergalactic empire, join star-crossed lovers as they
struggle against the forces of magic and fate.

A star-studded cross-genre anthology Songs of Love and
Death features all-original tales from seventeen of the most
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MCD

Ambergris : City of Saints and Madmen;
Shriek: An Afterword; Finch
Jeff VanderMeer
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$35.00 USD
880 pages

Summary: Before Area X, there was Ambergris. Jeff
VanderMeer conceived what would become his first cult
classic series of speculative works: the Ambergris Trilogy.
Now, for the first time ever, the story of the sprawling
metropolis of Ambergris is collected into a single volume,
including City of Saints and Madmen, Shriek: An Afterword,
and Finch.

Tor Books

Hollow Empire : A Poison War Novel
Sam Hawke
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 USD
560 pages

Summary: It started with poison and rebellion. It continues
with war and witchcraft.

The deadly siege of Silasta woke the ancient spirits, and the
city-state must find its place in this new world of magic.

But people and politics are always treacherous, and it will
take all of Jovan and Kalina’s skills to save the city-state
when witches and assassins turn their sights to domination.

Poison was only the beginning.

TASCHEN

The Making of Stanley Kubrick's '2001: A
Space Odyssey'
Piers Bizony
Pub Date: 12/2/20
$80.00 USD
528 pages

Summary: Get closer than ever to the movie that changed
the movies. This behind-the-scenes spectacular of 2001: A
Space Odyssey sheds light on the lead actors, senior
production designers, special-effects experts and
masterminds of Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke, who
together revolutionized science fiction and the art of cinema.

Previously available as part of the multi-volume and instant
sell-out Collector's Edition, this comprehensive visual record
includes on and off set photographs, pre-production
paintings, and conceptual designs from the Kubrick archives.
These dazzling images offer insight both into Kubrick's
meticulous directorial methods, and into the mysteries and

Harvard Square Editions

Loveoid
JL Morin
Pub Date: 12/6/20
$11.95 USD
290 pages

Summary:

ScreenCraft Semifinalist
Fish Story Prize Shortlisted

An American euthanasist and an Egyptian astrological
farmer delve into the evolution of the collective soul, as
an extremophile virus targets a selected few.

Cli-Fi at its best, where the twisted scientific changes of our
present-day lives catalyze love in parallel universes. Loveoid
grapples with the dilemmas of the latest generation of
humankind -- that the loving don't survive. In the
present-day novel Loveoid, Olivia unravels a virus that only
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DK

DC Comics Cronica Visual
Daniel Wallace
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$50.00 USD
376 pages

Summary: The most comprehensive guide to the
history of DC Comics ever published

In 1938, Superman led the charge. The world’s first Super
Hero was soon followed by his Justice League teammates
Batman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, Aquaman, Shazam! and
Green Lantern. These heroes, and their Super-Villainous
foes such as Lex Luthor and The Joker, became the
foundation of DC Comics. You can trace these characters’
evolution, and learn about the company and creators who
made them the enduring pop culture icons they are today in
DC Comics Year By Year: A Visual Chronicle - the most
comprehensive, chronological history of DC Comics ever

Post Hill Press

Robin Williams, American Master : The
Movies and Art of a Lost Genius
Stephen Spignesi
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$28.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: A comprehensive guide to all of Robin
Williams’s movies, with facts about plots,
performances, and cast, as well as notable trivia and
behind-the-scenes details about each film.

Did you know that, according to director Chris Columbus,
Robin Williams improvised so much during the filming of
Mrs. Doubtfire that the studio had enough footage to release
PG, PG-13, R, and NC-17 versions of the movie? Or that
Robin ad-libbed all his lines in Good Morning, Vietnam
because the DJ the movie was based on didn’t really do
comedy during his shows?

Page Street Kids

Woven in Moonlight
Isabel Ibañez
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$10.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Ximena is the decoy Condesa, a stand-in for the
last remaining Illustrian royal. Her people lost everything
when the usurper, Atoc, used an ancient relic to summon
ghosts and drive the Illustrians from La Ciudad. Now
Ximena’s motivated by her insatiable thirst for revenge, and
her rare ability to spin thread from moonlight.

When Atoc demands the real Condesa’s hand in marriage,
it’s Ximena’s duty to go in her stead. Using the opportunity
to get close to Atoc, she can steal his relic and return the
true aristócrata to their rightful place. But a masked
vigilante, a warm-hearted princess, and a thoughtful healer
challenge Ximena, and her mission becomes more

Marvel

Shuri: Wakanda Forever
Nnedi Okorafor, Vita Ayala, Leonardo Romero,
Paul ...
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$12.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: The Black Panther's techno-genius sister stars
in her own incredible adventures! T'Challa has disappeared,
and Wakanda expects Shuri to lead their great nation in his
absence! But she's happiest in a lab surrounded by her
inventions. She'd rather be testing gauntlets than throwing
them down! So it's time for Shuri to rescue her brother yet
again - with a little help from Storm, Rocket Raccoon and
Groot! But what happens when her outer-space adventure
puts Africa at risk from an energy-sapping alien threat?
Then, Shuri heads to America to investigate a lead, with Ms.
Marvel and Miles "Spider-Man" Morales along for the ride!
But with her people in peril, will Shuri embrace her reluctant
destiny and become the Black Panther once more? Prepare
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Z2 Comics

Electric Century
Mikey Way, Shaun Simon, Toby Cypress
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: Johnny Ashford, former sitcom-star, drives
drunk through a storefront andgets tossed in jail. His
aspiring actress girlfriend bails him out and he begins seeing
a hypnotherapist, who sends him to his "happy place":
1980's Atlantic City, where he relives his childhood on the
boardwalk and the Electric Century casino, hardly noticing
shadowy specters all around. His addiction shifts from
alcohol to his hypnotic trips to the boardwalk. When his
girlfriend winds up there, Johnny has to figure out how to
save their lives and escape the Electric Century ...

Adams Media

The Ultimate Micro-RPG Book : 40 Fast, Easy,
and Fun Tabletop Games
James D’Amato
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Enjoy these 40 expertly crafted micro-RPGs
that are fast, fun, easy to learn, and come in a variety
of genres—from space exploration to jungle dungeon
crawlers—everything you need to pick up and play
today.

Get gaming fast with The Ultimate Micro-RPG Book including
brand-new micro-RPGs created by experts across the
gaming world. From space exploration to jungle dungeon
crawlers this book has everything you need to pick up and
play today.

With these quick-start games, you can create your own

Quadrille Publishing

Fuck It, I'm Coloring : A Coloring Book For
Adults
Becky Glass
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$12.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: Coloring in is one of best ways to soothe
anxiety and eliminate stress. This therapeutic adult coloring
book, features more than 45 beautiful hand-drawn
illustrations. Release stress as you work through Fuck It, I'm
Coloring that reveals swear words as you color and enjoy
the cathartic power of coloring in the things you want to say
out loud.

IDW Publishing

Marvel Action: Spider-Man: Shock to the
System (Book Five)
Brandon Easton, Fico Ossio
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 USD
72 pages

Summary: Your favorite wall-crawler is back in action,
and he’s not alone! Middle-grade readers can get
tangled up in these all-new adventures of Spider-Man
and his amazing friends!

A sinister new villain appears! Miles and Gwen are preparing
for the biggest test of their high school careers, but will
they stay focused with the team all shook up over their
newest foe, the Shocker? And can they overcome his bad
vibes with the exam putting their very futures at stake?

The Marvel Action line from IDW makes the world’s most
popular super heroes accessible to middle-grade readers
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IDW Publishing

Wellington
Delilah S. Dawson, Aaron Mahnke, Piotr Kowalski
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: From Aaron Mahnke, the creator of Lore,
comes an amazing new supernatural thriller that
shines a light on the mysteries and monsters lurking in
the shadows.

Meet the Duke of Wellington—one of England’s most
decorated military heroes and, unknown to most, her most
daring monster hunter. After receiving a letter from an old
flame, the Duke of Wellington heads to the countryside to
investigate a series of disturbing crimes-a mysterious
murder, a missing child, and a vicious black dog roaming the
hills. Featuring an amazing cast of characters and calling
upon centuries of supernatural myths, folktales, and lore

Yoe Books

Free Comics: The Giveaways That Fought
Commies, Sold Cars and Cigars, Showed How
to Buy A TV And Avoid VD!
Craig Yoe
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$49.99 USD
312 pages

Summary: Learn how free comics taught us, saved us,
and sold things to us in this collection full of rare
covers and a fun-filled, fascinating, and generous
selection of stories!

From before Superman to today, there have been many
thousands of bizarro, rare, and fascinating FREE comic
books given out at gas stations, schools, churches, clinics,
political rallies, shoe stores, and in cereal boxes. At last, the
unknown and astonishing story of promotional comics is told
in this thick, hardcover, full-color coffee table book featuring
a plethora of incredible covers and absorbing full stories.

Entangled: Teen

Escaping Eleven
Jerri Chisholm
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Four generations ago, Earth was rendered
uninhabitable, the sun too hot, the land too barren. Those
who survived were forced underground, where civilization
divided into compounds. In Compound Eleven, only the
cruel survive. Fighting is entertainment, violence is a way of
life, and hierarchy is everything. For the Primes who inhabit
the fifth floor, life is comfortable. For the Means and
Grounders on the floors below, it is anything but. Sixteen-
year-old hobby fighter Else Hamilton may have been born
on the second floor, but she was born to survive.

Except she doesn’t want to survive compound life. She
wants to be released above ground, to feel fresh air against

Hanover Square Press

D (A Tale of Two Worlds) : A Novel
Michel Faber
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$27.99 USD
304 pages

Summary:

It all starts on the morning the letter D disappears from the
language. First, it vanishes from Dhikolo’s parents’
conversation at breakfast, then from the road signs outside,
and from her school dinners. Soon the local dentist and the
neighbor’s Dalmatian are missing, and even the Donkey
Derby has been called off.

Though she doesn’t know why, Dhikilo is summoned to the
home of her old history teacher Professor Dodderfield and
his faithful Labrador, Nelly Robinson. And this is where our
story begins.
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Titan Books

The Art of Star Trek Discovery
Paula Block, Terry J Erdmann
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$49.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: The official Star Trek: Discovery art book.

Star Trek: Discovery, the newest chapter in the Star Trek
Universe, follows the exploits of Vulcan-raised science officer
Michael Burnham and the crew of the U.S.S. Discovery as
they boldly go where no one has gone before.

The Art of Star Trek Discovery explores behind the scenes of
CBS’s hit show, with cast and crew interviews, set
photography, concept art and storyboards. With exclusive
content from the first two seasons, this book is a must-have
for every Star Trek fan.

Titan Comics

Children of the Grave
Gordon Mclean, Arturo Lauria
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Three terrified siblings trapped under the thumb
of their fiendish grandmother find the courage to make a
getaway. But with supernatural spies everywhere, Granny’s
power at its peak and time rapidly ticking away, it’s going to
be far from an easy escape. Think your family life’s twisted?
Think again!

Story Locale: USA, present

Top Shelf Productions

Monster on the Hill (Expanded Edition)
Rob Harrell
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.99 USD
200 pages

Summary: Can a depressed monster learn how to be a
hero? Maybe with a little help. The hilarious and
heartwarming graphic novel that inspired the movie
RUMBLE is now expanded with a new epilogue!

In a fantastical 1860s England, every quiet little township is
terrorized by a ferocious monster—much to the townsfolk’s
delight! Each town’s unique monster is a source of local
pride, not to mention tourism. Each town, that is…except for
one.

Unfortunately for the people of Stoker-on-Avon, their
monster isn’t quite as impressive. In fact, he’s a little down

Image Comics

Coffin Bound, Volume 2: Dear God
Dan Watters, Dani, Brad Simpson
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
144 pages

Summary:
Taqa wants nothing in the world other than God- the holy oblivion found in a
syringe. But with the city planning to ban the sacred narco c, it falls to her
to prove the existence of the divine by cour ng death- and the array of
deadly assassins who she's set on her own tail. Worship with us on an
existen al road trip through the tangle of a self-destruc ve life.

Collects COFFIN BOUND #5-8
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Image Comics

Mirka Andolfo's Mercy: The Fair Lady, The
Frost, and The Fiend
Mirka Andolfo
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
192 pages

Summary:
MERCY, a goth-inspired, Victorian monster series explores topics of
“otherness,” damna on and redemp on, and what it means to be a monster
in a horror graphic novel perfect for fans of Penny Dreadful, Crimson Peak,
The Alienist, Parasol Protectorate, and Dark Shadows.

This new graphic novel by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO
(UNNATURAL) is a gothic horror tale where mysteries and unspeakable sins
are blended together in a unique and sensual way.

Washington State, late nineteenth century. During the frenzied historical era
commonly known as the Klondike Gold Rush, a mysterious woman arrives in
Woodsburgh, a small mining town close to the Canadian border.

Aladdin

The Beast and the Bethany
Jack Meggitt-Phillips, Isabelle Follath
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Lemony Snicket meets Roald Dahl in this
riotously funny, deliciously macabre, and highly
illustrated tale of a hungry beast, a vain immortal man,
and a not-so-charming little girl who doesn’t know
she’s about to be eaten.

Beauty comes at a price. And no one knows that better than
Ebenezer Tweezer, who has stayed beautiful for 511 years.
How, you may wonder? Ebenezer simply has to feed the
beast in the attic of his mansion. In return for meals of
performing monkeys, statues of Winston Churchill, and the
occasional cactus, Ebenezer gets potions that keep him
young and beautiful, as well as other presents.

Grim Oak Press

Wizard of the Pigeons : The 35th Anniversary
Illustrated Edition
Megan Lindholm, Robin Hobb, Tommy Arnold
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$30.00 USD
264 pages

Summary: A gorgeously illustrated 35th anniversary
edition of the urban fantasy classic, featuring a new
foreword by Megan Lindholm and illustrations by
Tommy Arnold.

Seattle: a place as magical as the Emerald City. Subtle
magic seeps through the cracks in the paving stones of the
sprawling metropolis. But only the inhabitants who possess
special gifts are open to the city's consciousness; finding
portents in the graffiti, reading messages in the rubbish or
listening to warnings in the skipping-rope chants of children.

Wizard is bound to Seattle and her magic. His gift is the
Knowing -- a powerful enchantment allowing him to know

Games Workshop

The Blood Bowl Omnibus
Matt Forbeck
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$21.00 USD
800 pages

Summary: A fantastic collection of stories from the brutal
pitches of Blood Bowl.

Madcap sports action in the grim world of Warhammer!
In a fantasy kingdom where violence is a way of life, the
number one sport is Blood Bowl - gridiron football where
anything goes. When Dunk Hoffnung stepped off the
battlefield and onto the football field he thought his life was
bound to get easier, but he soon found out how wrong he
was! Blood Bowl is a sport of unrivalled violence where
death and dismemberment are all part of the game. Rules -
what rules?
Follow the career of quarterback Dunk Hoffnung, as he
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Games Workshop

Lone Wolves
Dan Abnett
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$30.00 USD
104 pages

Summary: Classic Black Library graphic novel, colourised
for the first time!

Shadrac - an isolated Imperium world at the mercy of the
insidious tyranid menace. All resistance has fallen, all hope
has been extinguished. Only one last of survivors remains
and their time is quickly running outas more and more of
the tyranid host closes in on them. As the alien horde
makes its final advance, all that can save them is a miracle.
And then is arrives.

DC Comics

Shazam And The Seven Magic Lands
Geoff Johns, Dale Eaglesham
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$29.99 USD
344 pages

Summary: Legendary comics writer Geoff Johns
continues his modern reimagining of Shazam following
the hit 2019 Warner Bros. movie starring Zachary Levi.

In these stories, after a stop at the mysterious subway
location of the Rock of Eternity, source of his mighty
powers, Shazam and his foster siblings take a trip to a
series of magical lands including the Funlands and the
Wozenderlands. But these dreamlike fantasy worlds hide a
nightmarish reality, as the young heroes must face the
tyrannical King Kid and try to avoid being fed to hungry
tigers.

DC Comics

Justice League: Vengeance is Thine
Robert Venditti
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.99 USD
232 pages

Summary: The next chapter for comics’ premier
super-team begins! An unexpected arrival from the
stars brings a dire warning to the Justice League: a
new breed of conquerors is on the march.

Led by Superman’s nemesis the Eradicator, a genetically
engineered, super-powered strike team has come to
subjugate Earth. To aid the Justice League, Batman makes
the unprecedented decision to enlist an ancient, unrivaled
power, which calls into question who, exactly, is in charge.
With the League on unsure footing, will they be ready to
save the world?

Stanford University Press

Wild Visionary : Maurice Sendak in Queer
Jewish Context
Golan Y. Moskowitz
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$35.00 USD
312 pages

Summary: Wild Visionary reconsiders Maurice Sendak's life
and work in the context of his experience as a Jewish gay
man. Maurice (Moishe) Bernard Sendak (1928–2012) was a
fierce, romantic, and shockingly funny truth seeker who
intervened in modern literature and culture. Raising the
stakes of children's books, Sendak painted childhood with
the dark realism and wild imagination of his own sensitive
"inner child," drawing on the queer and Yiddish sensibilities
that shaped his singular voice.

Interweaving literary biography and cultural history, Golan Y.
Moskowitz follows Sendak from his parents' Brooklyn home
to spaces of creative growth and artistic vision—from
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Black Spot Books

Now Before the Dark
Sam Hooker
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$18.95 USD
334 pages

Summary:
Time is running out for the Old Country.

How does one save a nation when the erstwhile gods are
against the idea? In the finale of Terribly Serious Darkness,
it's up to Sloot Peril--the world's greatest accountant and
poorest everything else--to figure it out.

Unfortunately, he'll have help. A philosopher who'd sooner
die (again) than do any real work, a bard who can't play his
non-instrument, and a spooky wizard who's often mistaken
for a vampire may not be ideal allies, but with any
luck—which Sloot's never had—they'll occasionally get out of

Prime Books

The Year's Best Science Fiction & Fantasy
2020 Edition
Rich Horton
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.95 USD
576 pages

Summary: This twelfth volume of the year’s best science
fiction and fantasy features thirty stories by some of the
genre’s greatest authors. With selections of the best fiction
from Asimov’s, Clarkesworld, F&SF, Lightspeed, and other
top venues, The Year’s Best Science Fiction & Fantasy is
your guide to magical realms and worlds beyond tomorrow.

Papercutz

Lola's Super Club #1 : My Dad is a Super
Secret Agent
Writer Christine Beigel, Illustrator Pierre Foiull...
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Lola is a girl like any other, except for one tiny
detail: her father, Robert Darkhair, is James Blond, a
top-secret agent so secretive, that not even he knows what
he does, or at least that is what Blond wants us to believe.
When the villains of Friendly Falls kidnap Lola’s parents, she
becomes Super-Lola. Accompanied by her toy dinosaur
Super-James (in undies) who can grow to the size of an
actual dinosaur (thus stretching the undies), their cat Hot
Dog, a pencil, an eraser, and an infallible duckie pool toy,
she is off to the rescue. Ah, imagination. It is our most
powerful weapon.

Tordotcom

When the Tiger Came Down the Mountain
Nghi Vo
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$15.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: "Dangerous, subtle, unexpected and
familiar, angry and ferocious and hopeful. . . . The
Empress of Salt and Fortune is a remarkable
accomplishment of storytelling."—NPR

The cleric Chih finds themself and their companions at the
mercy of a band of fierce tigers who ache with hunger. To
stay alive until the mammoths can save them, Chih must
unwind the intricate, layered story of the tiger and her
scholar lover—a woman of courage, intelligence, and
beauty—and discover how truth can survive becoming
history.
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Marvel

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: Tales of
the Jedi Vol. 1
John Ostrander, Jan Duursema
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$39.99 USD
376 pages

Summary: The origins of the Jedi order are revealed!
Journey all the way back to the beginning, more than
25,000 years before the saga of the Skywalkers, and
discover how the Jedi began! Before lightsabers, before
hyperspace travel, before the Jedi's message spread
throughout the galaxy. When connections to the Force were
strange and new. There, on a distant planet, a group of
beings strive to balance the mysterious Force. Behold the
Jee'dai! But a stranger is coming, one who has a connection
to the Force all his own - and the doors to the galaxy are
about to swing wide open!

Anchor

Zed : A Novel
Joanna Kavenna
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: From the winner of the 2008 Orange Award
for New Writing comes a blistering, satirical novel
about life under a global media and tech corporation
that knows exactly what we think, what we want, and
what we will do—before we do.

One corporation has made a perfect world based on a
perfect algorithm. Now, what to do with all these messy
people?

Lionel Bigman is dead. Murdered by a robot. Guy Matthias,
the philandering founder and CEO of the mega-corporation
Beetle, insists it was human error. But was it? Either the

Archaia

Jim Henson's Labyrinth: Coronation Vol. 3
Jim Henson
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: The untold origin of the Goblin King from Jim
Henson’s cult-classic film, Labyrinth.

Time is running out. War rages at the Owl King’s castle as
the goblin rebellion spins out of control. While Skubbin,
Tangle, and Cible try to hold off the enemy hordes, Maria
must face the King and the cost of protecting her boy from
a life of misery. Up until the clock strikes 13, Maria holds
onto the one truth she’s learned while facing the trials of
the maze: in the Labyrinth, nothing is as it seems.

Written by Simon Spurrier (Jim Henson’s The Power of the
Dark Crystal) and Ryan Ferrier (Kong on the Planet of the

Simon & Schuster

The Philosopher's War
Tom Miller
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: The “propulsive follow-up to emergency
physician Miller’s imaginative debut, The Philosopher’s
Flight” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) finds Robert
Canderelli Weekes as a rookie Rescue and Evacuation
flier on the front lines of World War I in France.

He came to save lives, but has no idea how far he’ll
have to go to win the war.

Thanks to a stunning flying performance and a harrowing
shootout in the streets of Boston, Robert Canderelli
Weekes’s lifelong dream has come true: he’s the first male
allowed to join the US Sigilry Corps’s Rescue and Evacuation
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47North

Orders of Battle
Marko Kloos
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$14.95 USD
270 pages

Summary: The battle against the Lankies has been
won. Earth seems safe. Peacetime military? Not on
your life.

It’s been four years since Earth threw its full military
prowess against the Lanky incursion. Humanity has been
yanked back from the abyss of extinction. The solar system
is at peace. For now.

The future for Major Andrew Grayson of the Commonwealth
Defense Corps and his wife, Halley? Flying desk duty on the
front. No more nightmares of monstrous things. No more
traumas to the mind and body. But when an offer comes
down from above, Andrew has to make a choice: continue

2000 AD

Judge Dredd: Control
Rob Williams, Chris Weston
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: "A great collection of Dredds by Williams &
Weston. Hard to pick a favourite, but I think the sad
Klegg carries the day. Highly recommended." -- Garth
Ennis (The Boys, Preacher)

The psychopathic SJS Judge Pin murders officers that fall
short of her standards, and Judge Dredd is in her sights in
this collection of stories featuring flesh-eating Kleggs,
hijacking ape gangs and out of control war robots
reprogrammed by insane accountants.

Games Workshop

Death on the Pitch: Extra Time
Guy Haley
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: Great collection of stories from the brutal and
fast paced world of Warhammer football....Blood Bowl.

Prepare for the brutal, bone-crunching action of the classic
fantasy football game – Blood Bowl. A contest of strategy
and tactics, combined with sheer wanton violence, this may
just be the goriest sport in existence. Join roaring spectators
as they behold the frenzy of cheating dwarfs, second-rate
wizards, homicidal orcs, and injured heroes fighting for old
glory as they compete for the ultimate bloody victory. Ever
wondered what happened to the legendary Bad Bay
Hackers? Find out in Matt Forbeck’s, ‘Hack Attack’. Also
included in this rip-roaring anthology are stories from a host

DAW

Armor
John Steakley
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$18.00 USD
432 pages

Summary: Now in trade paperback, the bestselling
military classic that explores a claustrophobic life in
battle armor on an alien planet.

The planet is called Banshee. The air is unbreathable, the
water is poisonous. It is home to the most implacable
enemies that humanity, in all its interstellar expansion, has
ever encountered.

Body armor has been devised for the commando forces that
are to be dropped on Banshee—the culmination of ten
thousand years of the armorers’ craft. A trooper in this
armor is a one-man, atomic powered battle fortress. But he
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DC Comics

ArkhaManiacs
Art Baltazar, Franco Aureliani
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: ArkhaManiacs is Art Baltazar and Franco
providing their unique, cartoony take on a certain
apartment building (Arkham) in Gotham City and the
people (mostly!) who live there.

Young Bruce Wayne is drawn to the fun and excitement he
sees going on at Arkham, but to Wayne Enterprises, it’s just
another property they own. Bruce is determined to find out
why Arkham is full of so much fun and laughter. What
exactly is going on over there? Time to sneak over when no
one is looking…even though it’s like the house is laughing at
him! HA HA HA!

Harper Voyager

Fleet Elements
Walter Jon Williams
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: The Praxis, the empire of now extinct Shaa, has
again fallen into civil war, with desperate and outnumbered
humans battling several alien species for survival. Leading
the human forces are star-crossed lovers Gareth Martinez
and Caroline Sula, who must find a way to overcome their
own thorny personal history to defeat the aliens and assure
humanity’s survival.

But even if the human fleet is victorious, the divisions
fracturing the empire may be too wide to repair, as battles
between politicians, the military, and fanatics who want to
kill every alien threaten to further tear the empire apart.
While Martinez and Sula believe they have the talent and

Harper Perennial

Anyone : A Novel
Charles Soule
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$16.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Inside a barn in Ann Arbor, Michigan, a scientist
searching for an Alzheimer’s cure throws a switch—and finds
herself mysteriously transported into her husband’s body.
What begins as a botched experiment will change her
life—and the world—forever…

Over two decades later, all across the planet, “flash”
technology allows individuals the ability to transfer their
consciousness into other bodies for specified periods, paid,
registered, and legal. Society has been utterly transformed
by the process, from travel to warfare to entertainment. “Be
anyone with Anyone” promises the company offering this
ultimate out-of-body experience. But beyond the reach of

Atria Books

Crosshairs : A Novel
Catherine Hernandez
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$27.00 USD
272 pages

Summary: The author of the acclaimed novel
Scarborough weaves an unforgettable and timely
dystopian tale about a near-future, where a queer
Black performer and his allies join forces to rise up
when an oppressive regime gathers those deemed
“Other” into concentration camps.

Set in a terrifyingly familiar near-future, with massive floods
leading to rampant homelessness and devastation, a
government-sanctioned regime called The Boots seizes on
the opportunity to round up communities of color, the
disabled, and the LGBTQ+ into labor camps.
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Third Editions

The Works of Hayao Miyazaki : The Master of
Japanese Animation
Gael Berton
Pub Date: 12/10/20
$29.95 USD
200 pages

Summary: His poetic directing and universal themes, such
as the importance of nature, have turned Hayao Miyazaki
into one of the most respected artists on the movie and
animation scene. Initially intended for Japan only, his works
eventually reached the Western market. Spirited Away is
one of the most successful animated movies worldwide. This
book aims to explore the personality of this unusual author
and his collaborators, and to decipher, movie by movie, the
profound themes found throughout his entire work, which
reveal the humanist nature of this essential filmmaker.

Third Editions

Berserk : With Darkness Ink
Quentin "Alt 236" Boeton
Pub Date: 12/10/20
$29.95 USD
240 pages

Summary: Berserk is a manga which stands out for its
rich, twisted and dark universe. It is a clever alchemy
between the stories of Elric of Melnibone, Hieronymus
Bosch’s paintings and Gustave Dore’s engravings. This book
reviews Berserk’s story and all aspects of Kentaro Miura’s
life, the manga’s author. It also deciphers the work’s entire
dark fantasy world.

Third Editions

The Impact of Akira : A Manga (R)evolution
Remi Lopez
Pub Date: 12/10/20
$29.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: A global manga phenomenon in the early
1990s, Akira is a futuristic depiction with apocalyptic
elements set in a Neo-Tokyo on the brink of civil war.
Katsuhiro Otomo’s work is a graphical and narrative treasure
trove, confronting the revolutionary views of a disillusioned
youth with the danger of scientific progress spiraling out of
control. This book provides the social and historical context
of Katsuhiro Otomo’s manga, which is reflected in its
themes, and is intended to help the Western reader get a
better grasp of this major Japanese comic book’s essence.

TASCHEN

The Star Wars Archives. 1977–1983. 40th
Anniversary Edition
Paul Duncan
Pub Date: 12/13/20
$25.00 USD
512 pages

Summary: Star Wars exploded onto our cinema screens in
1977, and the world has not been the same since. After
watching depressing and cynical movies throughout the
early 1970s, audiences enthusiastically embraced the
positive energy of the Star Wars galaxy as they followed
moisture farmer Luke Skywalker on his journey through a
galaxy far, far away, meeting extraordinary characters like
mysterious hermit Obi-Wan Kenobi, space pirates Han Solo
and Chewbacca, loyal droids C-3PO and R2-D2, bold
Princess Leia Organa and the horrific Darth Vader, servant of
the dark, malevolent Emperor.

Writer, director, and producer George Lucas created the
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DC Comics

DC Through the 80s: The End of Eras
Paul Levitz
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$49.99 USD
520 pages

Summary: Newsstands died! Spinner racks vanished!
Would comics even survive?

The early 1980s saw a tectonic shift rumble through the
world of comic books. The newsstands and mom-and-pop
stores that had been comics’ primary distribution points
were vanishing, taking with them the familiar “Hey Kids!
Comics!” displays. In their place, new world of comic book
specialty shops was opening up, changing the medium’s
audience—and everything else about the art form.

In the first of three comprehensive volumes exploring this
revolutionary decade, former DC Comics president and

Marvel

Heroes at Home #1
Zeb Wells, Gurihiru
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: Being stuck inside isn't easy for anyone, even
super heroes! See how your favorite Marvel characters have
coped being cooped up with HEROES AT HOME! See how
Spider-Man, Hulk, Captain Marvel, Wolverine, Black Panther
and Captain America do in Quarantine! Let Marvel make you
smile, courtesy of artists Gurihiru and writer Zeb Wells'
Sunday Funnies!

Skira

Tom of Finland: Made in Germany
Tom Of Finland, Juerg Judin, Pay Matthis
Karstens,...
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$39.95 USD
176 pages

Summary: Although Tom of Finland’s iconic portrayals of
sensual and powerful cowboys, farm hands, soldiers and
leathermen are closely associated with American culture, it
was in early 1970s Hamburg that the artist first found fame.
There he formed important friendships with various
protagonists of the city’s gay culture; his first ever
exhibition was in Hamburg; and he even created a grand
mural for the legendary Tom’s Bar, which remains the only
bar legitimately named after the artist. Regular commissions
to design posters and ads for gay events in Hamburg
allowed him to quit his day job as advertising executive and
launch his artistic career, which led to the creation of the
most extensive private collection of his drawings to date.

Titan Comics

Star Wars: The Mandalorian: The Art &
Imagery Collector's Edition Vol. 2
Titan
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$19.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: Journey to amazing worlds as Star Wars:
The Mandalorian, the critically acclaimed series that
expands the Star Wars universe, continues to tell the
acclaimed story of the mysterious Mandalorian warrior
Dyn Jarren and The Child.

This collector’s edition includes stunning artwork from
chapters 5-8, featuring the droids, rogues, and soldiers of
the Empire as seen in the hit series.

A unique mix of photography, art and concept illustration
showcases the Mandalorian, his allies, his foes and his
incredible adventures.
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Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: The Monster Vault
Jonathan Morris, Penny CS Andrews, Paul Lang,
Lee ...
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$32.99 USD
312 pages

Summary:
You're going to need a bigger sofa...

Doctor Who's biggest and most comprehensive monster
guide yet, The Monster Vault takes you on the ultimate tour
of the Whoniverse, discovering and cataloguing every
wonderful and terrifying creature the Doctor has ever
encountered.

From the notorious Daleks, to evil Stenza warrior Tzim-Sha
and the ancient Thijarians, The Monster Vault features
in-depth profiles on each monster, showing the Doctor's
most dangerous enemies in their natural habitat and

Artists Writers & Artisans

Covid Chronicles
Ethan Sacks, Dalibor Talajic, Lee Loughridge
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: An illustrated feature chronicling ten personal
accounts of life and death from the frontlines of COVID-19.
These true stories from journalist Ethan Sacks (Old Man
Hawkeye) are brought to vivid life by Dalibor Talajic
(Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe, Hotell). Originally
distributed online by NBC News, these tales of hope amidst
devastation are now available in print for the first time, fully
colored, with behind-the scenes features. From a man stuck
in Wuhan during the initial days of the outbreak to an ICU
nurse in the thick of one of the busiest hospitals in the
country to an Italian opera singer who goes viral while
trying to bring hope to his devastated neighborhood, this
series takes you where news cameras couldn’t go.

Orion

The City of a Thousand Faces
Walker Dryden
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$26.99 USD
560 pages

Summary:

A sweeping historical fantasy saga
based on the hit podcast Tumanbay

******

'Immersive, rich, compelling and populated
with characters who come alive on the page,
it will transport you to a different world. I
loved it and didn't want it to end.' - Sarah

NBM Publishing

The Disney Bros. : The Fabulous Story of Walt
and Roy
Alex Nikolavitch, Felix Ruiz
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$19.99 USD
112 pages

Summary:
After the bankruptcy of his first two companies, the young
Walt Disney decides to call on his older brother Roy to start
a new business: the Disney Brothers Cartoon Studios. The
combination of their opposing talents, one artistic, the other
managerial, will give birth to an entertainment giant despite
the difficult nature of Walt. Little by little, Walt will push his
brother into the shadows and sink into chronic depression
and excessive consumption of alcohol ...but all this will not
prevent him from producing the greatest masterpieces of
animation.
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Vertigo

Transmetropolitan Book Four
Warren Ellis
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$29.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: Renegade reporter of the future Spider
Jerusalem continues his work speaking truth to power
and exposing corruption even as his home in the City
crumbles around him.

After losing his job, his bank account, and his home,
renegade reporter of the future Spider Jerusalem has gone
underground, the better to implement his plans to expose
the evils of the government in the City. Then, all hell breaks
loose as a nameless sniper terrorizes the Print District and a
raging superstorm clears the streets of the City.

Collects Transmetropolitan #37-48, written by visionary

Cernunnos

Mark Ryden’s Anima Animals
Mark Ryden
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$40.00 USD
144 pages

Summary: Mark Ryden returns with an incredible
gallery of creatures

From his Snow Yak to his very personal interpretation of the
California bear, for more than 20 years Mark Ryden has
populated an incredible “pop surrealist” bestiary of
half-animal, half-plush creatures. Freely inspired by the
Rushton toys that enjoyed their heyday in America in the
’60s and ’70s, these creatures are now the object of a cult
worship among fans of the artist, and are one of his marks
of distinction in the world of contemporary art.

This book reveals the details and backgrounds of the new

Yoe Books

Invisible Men: The Trailblazing Black Artists
of Comic Books
Ken Quattro
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$34.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Hear the riveting stories of Black artists
who drew—mostly covertly behind the scenes
—superhero, horror, and romance comics in the early
years of the industry.

The life stories of each man’s personal struggles and
triumphs are represented as they broke through into a world
formerly occupied only by whites. Using primary source
material from World War II-era Black newspapers and
magazines, this compelling book profiles pioneers like E.C.
Stoner, a descendant of one of George Washington’s slaves,
who became a renowned fine artist of the Harlem
Renaissance and the first Black artist to draw comic books.

Image Comics

Moonstruck Volume 3: Troubled Waters
Grace Ellis, Shae Beagle, Claudia Aguirre
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$14.99 USD
136 pages

Summary:
Spring comes to the supernatural town of Blitheton, which can only mean
one thing: It's me for the annual mermaid fes val! Werewolf barista Julie
meets one of her girlfriend Selena's friends, but as per usual, things take a
turn for the worst. Why does everything seem to go wrong for Julie and
Selena? Is the universe conspiring against them, or is it something more
sinister? More importantly, will their rela onship survive once it starts
taking on water?

The third chapter of the popular, all-ages magical adventure from
Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.
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VIZ Media LLC

Remina
Junji Ito
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$22.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: Another of Junji Ito's classics, the sci-fi
masterwork Remina tells the chilling tale of a hell star.

An unknown planet emerges from inside a wormhole, and
its discoverer, Dr. Oguro, christens the body “Remina” after
his own daughter. His finding is met with great fanfare, and
Remina herself rises to fame. However, the object picks up
speed as it moves along in its curious course, eliminating
planets and stars one after another, until finally Earth itself
faces extinction… Is the girl Remina the true cause of the
catastrophe? A masterwork of horror from Junji Ito,
unfolding on a universal scale.

Fanfare Presents

Lunatic
Dan Mazur
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$20.00 USD
200 pages

Summary: MOONSTRUCK “Lunatic” is an unusual and
striking graphic novel in the tradition of wordless books by
the likes of Frans Masereel, Lynd Ward and William Gropper.
Part fable, part classic adventure in the tradition of Jules
Verne, H. G. Wells and Méliès, the tale is told in nearly 200
full-page, wordless images in a variety of media from pencil,
pen and ink, ink wash and paint that lovingly evoke the
artistic styles of its period setting, and classic illustrators
from Charles Dana Gibson and Toulouse Lautrec to Edward
Gorey. The word “lunatic” derives from Latin, meaning “of
the moon”, or “moonstruck” and in this sense it describes
the protagonist of this story: from infancy she develops a
magical, almost intimate relationship with the moon itself, a

Campfire

Prince of Ayodhya : Ramayana Series
Ashok K. Banker
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$22.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: The first volume in a series of graphic novel
adaptations of Ashok Banker’s epic retelling of the
Ramayana.

Prince of Ayodhya begins with Rama and Lakshman’s youth.
Accompanied by Rishi Vishwamitra, they set out to
Bhayanak Van on a dangerous mission to save their
kingdom of Ayodhya. Meanwhile, evil is brewing, both within
and without, the city.

Written by international bestselling author Ashok K. Banker,
and illustrated by award-winning artist Sachin Nagar, this
graphic novel adaptation of the Ramayana is like no other

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: I Am The Master : Legends of
the Renegade Time Lord
Peter Anghelides, Mark Wright, Mike Tucker,
Beverl...
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$16.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: The Doctor and the Master; their conflict of light
and dark has spanned many times and faces across the
universe. This collection - of five short stories and a novella
- explores the depths of darkness in the Master’s hearts; the
arch-schemer’s secrets and sinister ambitions revealed
through brand new adventures and encounters.

Join six incarnations of evil, undreamed of adventures, a
quest to free alien warlords, a dangerous mission to save a
vital ally, a meeting with Bram Stoker, a shattering of lives
on a distant world, a trial of wits to gain untold power, and
drop in on the Master’s latest incarnation during his 77
years of imprisonment on Earth.
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Hermes Press

The Art and History of Popeye
R.C. Harvey, Daniel Herman, E.C. Segar
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$65.00 USD
256 pages

Summary:
When cartoonist Elzie Segar created Popeye, as a minor
character ten years into the run of the Thimble Theatre strip
in 1929, little did he know that the world's most famous
sailor would still be around over ninety years later and still
being offered as a Sunday feature.
To celebrate Popeye, the character, the comic strip and his
universe, a feature cartoonist Charles M. Schulz described
as “perfect... consistent in drawing and humor,” Hermes
Press is publishing the definitive art monograph on the
subject.
This 300 plus page book features a comprehensive essay
written by pop culture historian R.C. Harvey accompanied by

Image Comics

Bliss, Volume 1
Sean Lewis, Caitlin Yarsky
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$14.99 USD
128 pages

Summary:
A drug called BLISS has taken over the streets of Feral City, erasing the
memories people are too upset to face. But where do those memories go?
Down the river sits the Goddess Lethe, drinking the memories of the
addicted and providing them their drug. She needs an enforcer, though and
that's where a father with an ailing son is made a devil's bargain: protect the
drugs to ensure your son's life. It's a bargain he will have to live with and his
son will have to defend.
A story of addic on, a story of family and a story of redemp on, BLISS, is
urban fantasy at its finest from the team behind the hit book COYOTES.

Collects BLISS #1-4

Bold Strokes Books

The Dubious Gift of Dragon Blood
J. Marshall Freeman
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$13.95 USD

Summary: High schooler Crispin Haugen already has so
many identities to sort through—Asian, Scandinavian, not to
mention gay. Then a messenger from another world arrives
to tell him he also carries the blood of dragons in his veins.

Transported to the Realm of Fire, where dragons and
humans live in harmony, Crispin falls for Davix, a brooding,
nerdy scholar. But dark mysteries threaten the peace of
Crispin’s new world. Without warning, dragons from the
Realm of Air unleash a bloody war.

With everything he cares about on the line, Crispin must
find the courage to fight...for justice and for love.

Marvel

Marvel-Verse: Wanda & Vision
Chris Claremont, Louise Simonson, Bill Mantlo,
Bob...
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: They are two of the mightiest Avengers, who
shared one of the greatest romances in the entire Marvel-
Verse! They are the synthezoid Vision and the reality-
manipulating Scarlet Witch - and these are some of their
most action-packed adventures! First, the Vision is
unleashed on the Avengers by his "father" - the evil
android, Ultron! Vision's control of his density makes him a
formidable opponent, but his inner nobility soon sees him
turn on his inhuman creator! Joining the team, Vision soon
finds love with Wanda Maximoff , the Scarlet Witch - and
their far-out wedding is one of the greatest Avengers stories
ever told! Wanda and Vision make one heck of a team - but
even with Spider-Man by their side, can they defeat the
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Dark Horse Books

The Butcher of Paris
Stephanie Phillips, Dean Kotz, Jason Wordie
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$19.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: In 1944, as Swastikas flew over Paris, one
of the most notorious and prolific serial killers in
history turned the occupied city into his personal
hunting ground.

Under the guise of opportunity and freedom, a killer preys
on those desperate to flee…until a gruesome discovery alerts
the police. In a city on the brink of war, the hunt for a serial
killer begins as a French detective races to catch the villain
before the Nazis beat him to it.

Written by Stephanie Phillips (Descendent, Devil Within)
with art by Dean Kotz (Mars Attacks), The Butcher of Paris

IDW Publishing

Marvel Vault of Heroes: Iron Man
Fred Van Lente, James Cordeiro, Ronan Cliquet,
Raf...
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$17.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: High-flying adventure-packed stories for
young-readers featuring the Armored Avenger!

Who is Iron Man, the world-renowned symbol of
mega-conglomerate Stark International? And what terrible
secret from his past forces billionaire inventor Tony Stark to
become the Golden Guardian? Plus, battles with Plantman,
Dr. Doom, and more. And a special story spotlighting the
many armors of Iron Man and an all-new steam-powered
suit!

Features stories by writer Fred Van Lente and artists James
Cordeiro, Ronan Cliquet, Rafa Sandoval, Chris Giarusso, and

Grove Press

Blue Movie: 50th Anniversary Edition
Terry Southern
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$16.00 USD
320 pages

Summary:

With a new introduction by Marianne Faithfull

“Terry Southern writes a mean, coolly deliberate, and
murderous prose.” —Norman Mailer

King B., an Oscar-winning director, is now determined to
shoot the dirtiest and most expensive X-rated movie ever
made. Displaced to Liechtenstein (which, in order to boost
tourism, has negotiated the exclusive rights to show the film
for ten years) and fueled by suspiciously rejuvenating
vitamin B-12 injections, the set of The Faces of Love is
fraught with monstrous egos and enormous libidos — the

Dark Horse Books

Alien: The Original Screenplay
Cris Seixas, Guilherme Balbi, Candice Han
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$19.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: In 1976, Twentieth Century Fox bought a
screenplay by Dan O’Bannon entitled Star Beast. Three
years later with Ridley Scott at the helm, Alien was
unleashed on unsuspecting filmgoers.

En route to back to Earth, the crew of the starship Snark
intercepts an alien transmission. Their investigation leads
them to a desolate planetoid, a crashed alien spacecraft,
and a pyramidic structure of unknown origin. Then the
terror begins…

Writer Cristiano Seixas and artist Guilherme Balbi have
attempted to stay true to the characters, settings, and
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DAW

Otherland: River of Blue Fire
Tad Williams
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$20.00 USD
624 pages

Summary: Now in trade paperback, the second book in
the classic, genre-bending cyberpunk quartet from a
master fantasist.

Otherland: humankind’s most stunning achievement, a
private, multidimensional universe built over two
generations by the greatest minds of the twenty-first
century. But this most exclusive of places is also one of the
world’s best kept secrets, created and controlled by an
organization of the world’s most powerful and ruthless
individuals known as The Grail Brotherhood.

Though their purpose in creating Otherland is still a

Del Rey

Forward the Foundation
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$17.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: The second of two prequel novels in Isaac
Asimov’s bestselling science fiction masterpiece, the
Foundation series, now with a striking new cover.

As Hari Seldon struggles to perfect his revolutionary theory
of psychohistory and ensure a place for humanity among
the stars, the great Galactic Empire totters on the brink of
apocalyptic collapse. Caught in the maelstrom are Seldon
and all he holds dear, pawns in the struggle for dominance.
Whoever can control Seldon will control psychohistory—and
with it the future of the Galaxy.

Among those seeking to turn psychohistory into the greatest

Del Rey

Prelude to Foundation
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$17.00 USD
448 pages

Summary: The first of two prequel novels in Isaac
Asimov’s bestselling science fiction masterpiece, the
Foundation series, now with a striking new cover.

It is the year 12,020 G. E. and Emperor Cleon I sits uneasily
on the Imperial throne of Trantor. Here in the great
multidomed capital of the Galactic Empire, forty billion
people have created a civilization of unimaginable
technological and cultural complexity. Yet Cleon knows there
are those who would see him fall—those whom he would
destroy if only he could read the future.

Hari Seldon has come to Trantor to deliver his paper on

TASCHEN

The Walt Disney Film Archives. The Animated
Movies 1921–1968. 40th Anniversary Edition
Daniel Kothenschulte
Pub Date: 12/16/20
$25.00 USD
512 pages

Summary: One of the most creative minds of the 20th
century, Walt Disney created a unique and unrivaled
imaginative universe. Like scarcely any other classics of
cinema, his astonishing collection of animated cartoons
revolutionized storytelling on screen and enchant to this day
across geographies and generations.

This expansively illustrated publication on Disney animation
gathers hundreds of images as well as essays by Disney
experts, taking us to the beating heart of the studio’s
“Golden Age of Animation.” We trace Disney’s complete
animation journey from the silent film era, through his first
full-length feature Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937)
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Rutgers University Press

Stanley Kubrick Produces
James Fenwick
Pub Date: 12/18/20
$32.95 USD
266 pages

Summary: Stanley Kubrick Produces provides the first
comprehensive account of Stanley Kubrick’s role as a
producer, and of the role of the producers he worked with
throughout his career. It considers how he first emerged as
a producer, how he developed the role, and how he
ultimately used it to fashion himself a powerbase by the
1970s. It goes on to consider how Kubrick’s centralizing of
power became a self-defeating strategy by the 1980s and
1990s, one that led him to struggle to move projects out of
development and into active production.
 
Making use of overlooked archival sources and uncovering
newly discovered ‘lost’ Kubrick projects (The Cop Killer,

Albatross Funnybooks

The Lords of Misery
Eric Powell
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$7.99 USD
56 pages

Summary: Writer/artist Eric Powell presents a spinoff of his
Eisner Award winning title, The Goon, in the graphic novella
The Lords of Misery. Bridging the gap between Once Upon a
Hard Time and A Ragged Return to Lonely Street, this stand
alone story reveals the adventure the Goon (along with
several other mysterious figures) found himself entangled in
after he departed the Nameless Town.

The Lords of Misery… a mysterious organization made up
(unwillingly) by history’s most notorious dregs. Through the
ages they have battled an enigmatic and unstoppable force.
A being whose evil makes the Lord’s crimes look downright
petty in comparison. Always it returns after a long

National Galleries Of Scotland

Ray Harryhausen : Titan of Cinema
Vanessa Harryhausen
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$37.50 USD
208 pages

Summary: Accompanies a major exhibition at the National
Galleries of Scotland beginning in October 2020 which will
receive extensive publicity. Events will be held in Edinburgh
to coincide with the launch of the book100 objects selected
by the animator's daughter - packed with personal stories
that have never previously been heard or publishedA
fascinating examination of the work of the pioneer of the
special effects that we see in modern cinemaContributions
from experts in the field and in conjunction with the Ray
and Diana Harryhausen Foundation, such as Caroline Munro
and John LandisA broad readership drawn from those who
appreciate art, film, science fiction and fantasyTells the story
of the man who changed the face of modern cinema - the

Vertigo

Promethea: The 20th Anniversary Deluxe
Edition Book Three
Alan Moore, J.H. Williams III
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$39.99 USD
328 pages

Summary: Alan Moore’s entrancing fantasy
masterpiece concludes in an all-new Deluxe Edition
hardcover featuring the spectacular art of J.H. Williams
III.

“A Higher Court” presents a fantastical trial in the
Immateria, presided over by a strange judge and jury. Their
task? To determine who shall be the one true Promethea:
Stacia or Sophie. It’s a battle of best friends who both
happen to be Prometheas. Whichever way the fates turn,
one thing is for certain: A door will close in Sophie’s life.
Everything must go as the landmark series nears its
conclusion! This is it, the end of the story, the one that
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John Libbey Publishing

Discovering Lost Films of Georges Méliès in
fin-de-siècle Flip Books (1896–1901)
Thierry Lecointe, Pascal Fouché, Robert Byrne,
Pam...
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$38.00 USD
280 pages

Summary: No living person has seen the earliest films of
pioneering cinema magician, Georges Méliès. All that remain
are his catalogs and a few archival images. The 2013
discovery of a flip book manufactured by an obscure Parisian
bimbelotier, Léon Beaulieu, promised a glimpse of an
unseen Méliès film. This idea inspired years of investigation
by researcher Thierry Lecointe – a trail that led him to
collector and historian Pascal Fouché and his amazing
collection of more than 10,000 flip books, including 27
produced by the mysterious Beaulieu. The conclusions of
Lecointe's ground- breaking research are astonishing. Léon
Beaulieu's primitive flip books were comprised of images
appropriated from early films, many of them lost treasures.

Sacred Bones Books

Thought Forms : A Record of Clairvoyant
Investigation
Annie Besant, Charles Webster Leadbeater, Mitch
Ho...
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$30.00 USD
120 pages

Summary: First released in 1901, Thought-Forms was an
in-depth exploration on the visual manifestations of
thoughts and the notion that they exist as objects.
Conceived by renowned theosophists Annie Besant and C.W.
Leadbeater, the book consists of 58 illustrations based on
Besant and Leadbeater’s clairvoyant observations on how
music, emotions, experiences, and colors affect thought
forms. Expanding beyond its original readership, the book
would have great influence on twentieth-century art and go
on to inspire many artists including Wassily Kandinsky,
Hilma af Klint, Piet Mondrian, and Paul Klee. This updated
edition features a new introduction by famed occult author,
Mitch Horowitz.

Keenspot

Dreamless
Bobby Crosby
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$9.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: 10th anniversary edition!

Dreamless is a World War II romance about an American girl
and a Japanese boy who have seen each other's lives in
their sleep since birth. This collection of the popular
webcomic now celebrating its 10th anniversary is written by
Bobby Crosby (author of Marry Me, recently adapted into a
major motion picture starring Jennifer Lopez) and beautifully
painted by Sarah Ellerton (Inverloch).

Pike and Powder

The Lunar Trilogy
Jerzy Zulawski
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$18.00 USD
550 pages

Summary: Trylogia Ksiezycowa (The Lunar Trilogy or The
Moon Trilogy is a trilogy of science fiction novels by the
Polish writer Jerzy Zulawski, written between 1901 and
1911. It has been translated into Russian, Czech, German
and Hungarian, and has been reprinted several times in
Poland, but never into English.

Trylogia Ksiezycowa (The Lunar Trilogy or The Moon Trilogy
is a trilogy of science fiction novels by the Polish writer
Jerzy Zulawski, written between 1901 and 1911. It has been
translated into Russian, Czech, German and Hungarian, and
has been reprinted several times in Poland, but never into
English.
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Aftershock Comics

Man Who F#&%ed Up Time
John Layman, Mike Marts, Karl Mostert
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$16.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: TIME IS NOT ON HIS SIDE.

Sean Bennett is just your everyday, ordinary lab worker in a
high-tech lab with a prototype time machine. And, yeah,
he's got the same temptations any of us would have about
going back in time, just a bit, to correct mistakes of the
past and right old wrongs. So when he meets a version of
himself from the future who encourages him to do just that,
Sean takes the temporal plunge. Only ... can you guess
what happens next? Did you read the book title? Yup. All of
TIME is f#&%ed up now, and it's up to Sean to correct it -
or else!

Clover Press, LLC

Pete Von Sholly’s Lovecraft Illustrated
Pete Von Sholly
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$29.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: A full color collection of over 325 images-
covering ALL the fiction of H.P. Lovecraft arranged in the
order in which the stories were written. The book also
features notes. sketches and an intro by S. T. Joshi.

Pete Von Sholly has storyboarded over 100 films including
THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION, MARS ATTACKS!,
DARKMAN, and THE MIST. His work has also been seen in
his satiric magazines as well as Last Gasp's FORBIDDEN
KNOWLEDGE and NEUROCOMICS, which he did with
Timothy Leary.

DC Comics

The Terrifics Vol. 4: The Tomorrow War
Gene Luen Yang, Sergio Dávila, Vicente Cifuentes
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$24.99 USD
312 pages

Summary: Eisner-Award winner, Gene Luen Yang,
weaves together the tales of THE TERRIFICS in this
epic collection!

Ever wondered what it’s like to go back to the “good old
days”?
Does Time Travel seem just crazy enough to be a good
idea?

Bizarro, frustrated with the technological progress that
never seems to end, has decided that he has had enough.
And with the help from a time machine gifted to him by Lex
Luthor…he might just get to turn back time.

Univ Of Minnesota Press

The Computer's Voice : From Star Trek to Siri
Liz W. Faber
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$27.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: A deconstruction of gender through the
voices of Siri, HAL 9000, and other computers that talk

Although computer-based personal assistants like Siri are
increasingly ubiquitous, few users stop to ask what it means
that some assistants are gendered female, others male.
Why is Star Trek’s computer coded as female, while HAL
9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey is heard as male? By
examining how gender is built into these devices, author Liz
W. Faber explores contentious questions around gender: its
fundamental constructedness, the rigidity of the gender
binary, and culturally situated attitudes on male and female
embodiment.
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Pike and Powder

The Order
Mark Barber
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$16.00 USD
325 pages

Summary: When two Holy Order knights return from a
failed crusade, they find themselves dragged into a new war
against an even deadlier foe.

When two Holy Order knights return from a failed crusade,
they find themselves dragged into a new war against an
even deadlier foe. A bitter rivalry between feuding sisters
over the right to the throne of Arland, the most powerful
nation in the world, results in dark forces being raised from
the grave, unleashing a wave of undead terror. Now, with an
unholy evil from Arland’s dark past at the head of an army
of undead, the knights of the Order must overcome the
politics of divided nations and faiths, as well as face death

BOOM! Box

Lumberjanes Vol. 16
Shannon Watters
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$14.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: The New York Times bestselling series returns
as Mal tries to prove her bravery...but ends up stranded in
the Land of Lost Things!

DINOSAURS, DANGER & DIMENSION-HOPPING AND ...OH
MY!

Mal wants to learn to be braver, but when she recruits
Ripley to help her face her fears, she ends up somewhere
she really should be afraid of--the Land of Lost Things, a
pocket universe where dinosaurs still roam the earth, and
time doesn’t work the way it should. Stranded on her own in
an alternate dimension, will Mal be able to find her way

Tor Books

The House in the Cerulean Sea
TJ Klune
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$18.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: A magical island. A dangerous task. A
burning secret.

Linus Baker leads a quiet, solitary life. At forty, he lives in a
tiny house with a devious cat and his old records. As a Case
Worker at the Department in Charge Of Magical Youth, he
spends his days overseeing the well-being of children in
government-sanctioned orphanages.

When Linus is unexpectedly summoned by Extremely Upper
Management he's given a curious and highly classified
assignment: travel to Marsyas Island Orphanage, where six
dangerous children reside: a gnome, a sprite, a wyvern, an

Quercus Publishing

Lord of Secrets
Breanna Teintze
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$15.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: 'DEFTLY PLOTTED AND GREAT FUN'
GUARDIAN

Magic is poison. Secrets are power. Death is . . .
complicated.

Outlaw wizard Corcoran Gray has enough problems. He's
friendless, penniless and on the run from the tyrannical
Mages' Guild - and with the search for his imprisoned
grandfather looking hopeless, his situation can't get much
worse.
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Square Fish

King of Scars
Leigh Bardugo
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$12.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: Face your demons . . . or feed them. The
dashing young king, Nikolai Lantsov, has always had a gift
for the impossible. No one knows what he endured in his
country’s bloody civil war—and he intends to keep it that
way. Now, as enemies gather at his weakened borders, he
must find a way to refill Ravka’s coffers, forge new alliances,
and stop a rising threat to the once-great Grisha Army.

Yet with every day a dark magic within him grows stronger,
threatening to destroy all he's built. With the help of a
young monk and a legendary Grisha Squaller, Nikolai will
journey to the places in Ravka where the deepest magic
survives to vanquish the terrible legacy inside him. He'll risk

Image Comics

Ascender, Volume 3: The Digital Mage
Jeff Lemire, Dustin Nguyen
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$16.99 USD
120 pages

Summary:
“THE DIGITAL MAGE”
The hit fantasy series from powerhouse crea ve team JEFF LEMIRE and
DUSTIN NGUYEN con nues!

Captain Telsa is doing her best to shake off young Mila and Bandit but things
gets harder once an old friend wants to tag along — DRILLER, the KILLER
ROBOT! With his faithful companion Mizard the Wizard at his side, Mother
and her evil army of vamps may have finally met their match. Meanwhile,
Andy struggles to resurrect his lost love Effie from the relentless grasp of the
vampire undead.

Collects ASCENDER #11-15

Dynamite Entertainment

Bettie Page: Queen of the Nile
Jim Silke
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$17.99 USD
104 pages

Summary: Bettie's back and in all kinds of trouble!
A low-budget time machine mistakenly transports Bettie to
ancient Egypt, where she battles the High Priest of Amon
Ra, assorted thugs, and a lovesick mummy twice her size.
She wiggles and squirms and bumps and grinds to avoid
their evil clutches, but she can't avoid the inevitable:
everyone falls in love with her and she manages to
frequently lose her clothes. When Bettie falls for none other
than Julius Caesar, the Roman general can't decide between
Bettie and his main squeeze, Cleopatra!

Collecting Jim Silke's outrageous and stunningly illustrated
series, as well as his hard-to-find Bettie Page Comics: Spicy

Manic D Press, Inc.

Steampunk Visions : A Delightful Assortment
of 24 Postcards Depicting a Future That
Never Was
Jean Marc Cote
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$11.95 USD
48 pages

Summary:

Fanciful vintage steampunk vision postcards, created in Paris
in 1899, colorfully illustrate a future that never was . . .
with airships, robots, and more! Originally from a series
entitled En L'An 2000 (In the Year 2000) depicting the
future's imaginary scientific advances, the original cards
were produced for the 1900 World Exhibition in Paris, most
likely printed for enclosure in cigarette/cigar boxes to
promote the World Exhibition.

Little is known about the life and work of commercial artist
Jean Marc Côté. He worked as an occasional illustrator for
the small French toy company Armand Gervais, which
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Dynamite Entertainment

ELVIRA: The Shape of Elvira
David Avallone, Fran Strukan
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$17.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: The Mistress of the Dark lands the leading role
in a touching art film about human/gill monster romance,
but there's something decidedly fishy about her costar. Is
there an Oscar(tm) in her future, or is director Billy
Bullworth interesting in spawning something more than an
Academy Award-winning movie?

Titan Books

Gears of War: Ascendance
James M. Hough
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$8.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: The official prequel to the action video
game Gears 5, beginning immediately after Gears of
War 4 and leading directly into the new game.

THE OFFICIAL BRIDGE TO GEARS 5

Following Reyna Diaz’s death at the hands of the Swarm,
Kait seals her mother’s tomb, swearing revenge. With her
allies, including JD Fenix and Del Walker, she returns to New
Ephyra to warn the Coalition of Ordered Governments:

THE SWARM IS COMING

Marvel

Ghost-Spider Vol. 2 : Party People
Seanan McGuire, Ig Guara
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$15.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Gwen Stacy has it all! Two worlds - two lives -
in perfect harmony, with endless realities and infi nite
possibilities to explore with her friends! And don't forget her
dad, a police Captain whose cases Gwen likes to help solve
when she can! But what will George Stacy's latest mystery
mean for Ghost-Spider? Prepare to learn the answer to the
question you didn't even know to ask: whatever happened
to the Susan and Johnny Storm of Earth-65?! Plus, rock and
roll dreams come true for the Mary Janes as Gwen takes her
band on a rip-roaring multiversal concert tour! But not all
those eyes belong to starstruck fans. There's something
symbiotic and sinister stirring in the Prime Universe - and
something unsettling is happening to Ghost-Spider's

DC Comics

Wonder Woman Vol. 3: Loveless
G. Willow Wilson
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$17.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: Wonder Woman Vol. 3: Return of the
Amazons collects issues #74-81 from “Year of the
Villan—Evil Unleashed.” Written by G. Willow Wilson,
the author of the New York Times bestselling comic
book series Ms. Marvel, winner of the 2015 Hugo Award
for Best Graphic Story.

Wonder Woman’s journey through the broken realm has
reached its end—but who waits for her there? And what
exactly created this place between dimensions in the first
place? The answer will shock Diana and provide the missing
piece of a puzzle that’s defined her entire life! But in the
wake of Ares’ escape from his prison, who among the
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William Morrow

Trigger Warning : Short Fictions and
Disturbances
Neil Gaiman
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: In this wide-ranging collection of short fiction,
Neil Gaiman pierces the veil of reality to reveal the
enigmatic, shadowy world that lies beneath. This rich
compendium features stories and poetry that transport us
deep into the realm of imagination—where the fantastical
becomes real and the everyday incandescent—including an
original American Gods novella in which Shadow Moon finds
himself drawn into the dark and murderous mystery of the
“Black Dog” in the English Peak District.

Horror and ghost stories, speculative fiction and fairy tales,
fabulism and verse—all combine to illustrate the strength
and breadth of Gaiman's storytelling mastery and cement

Harper Voyager

Colonyside : A Novel
Michael Mammay
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: A military hero is coming out of disgrace
—straight into the line of fire…

Carl Butler was once a decorated colonel. Now he’s a
disgraced recluse, hoping to live out the rest of his life on a
backwater planet where no one cares about his “crimes” and
everyone leaves him alone.

It’s never that easy.

A CEO’s daughter has gone missing and he thinks Butler is
the only one who can find her. The government is only too
happy to appease him. Butler isn’t so sure, but he knows
the pain of losing a daughter, so he reluctantly signs on.

Ace

The Dark Archive
Genevieve Cogman
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$16.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: In the newest novel in Genevieve Cogman’s
historical fantasy series, time-traveling Librarian spy
Irene must stop a series of assassination attempts that
threaten to destroy her and everything she has worked
for.

Librarian Irene is teaching her new assistant the
fundamentals of a Librarian’s job, and finding that training a
young Fae is more difficult than she expected. But when
they both narrowly avoid getting killed in an assassination
attempt, she decides that learning by doing is the only
option they have left - especially when the assassins keep
coming for them, and for Irene’s other friends as well…

Scholastic Inc.

Gregor and the Code of Claw (The Underland
Chronicles #5: New Edition)
Suzanne Collins
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
416 pages

Summary:
The stunning conclusion to the riveting Underland
Chronicles by Suzanne Collins, New York Times
bestselling author of The Hunger Games!

Everyone in the Underland has been taking great pains to
keep The Prophecy of Time from Gregor. Gregor suspected it
says something awful but he never imagined just how
awful: It calls for the warrior's death. Now, with an army of
rats approaching and his mom and sister still in Regalia,
Gregor the warrior must gather up his courage to help
defend Regalia and get his family home safely. The entire
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Scholastic Inc.

Gregor and the Marks of Secret (The
Underland Chronicles #4: New Edition)
Suzanne Collins
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
352 pages

Summary:
The gripping fourth adventure in The Underland
Chronicles by Suzanne Collins, New York Times
bestselling author of The Hunger Games!

For generations, rats have run the mice -- or "nibblers" --
out of whatever lands they've claimed, keeping them on the
move. But now the mice are disappearing, and the young
queen Luxa is determined to find out why.

When Gregor joins her on a fact-finding mission, the true
fate of the mice is revealed. It is something far more
sinister than Gregor or Luxa had imagined -- and it points

Scholastic Inc.

Gregor and the Curse of the Warmbloods
(The Underland Chronicles #3: New Edition)
Suzanne Collins
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
368 pages

Summary:
The suspenseful third installment in The Underland
Chronicles by Suzanne Collins, New York Times
bestselling author of The Hunger Games!

With two prophecies fulfilled, Gregor is now focused on the
Prophecy of Blood, which calls for Gregor and "the princess,"
Boots, to return to the Underland to help ward off a plague.
His mom agrees to let them go -- on the condition that she
travels with them.

When they arrive in the subterranean city, the plague is
spreading -- and one of Gregor's family is stricken. Only

Scholastic Inc.

Gregor and the Prophecy of Bane (The
Underland Chronicles #2: New Edition)
Suzanne Collins
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
320 pages

Summary:
The adventure continues in this action-packed second
book in The Underland Chronicles by Suzanne Collins,
New York Times bestselling author of The Hunger
Games!

Months have passed since Gregor first fell into the strange
Underland beneath New York City, and he swears he will
never go back. But he is destined to be a key player in
another prophecy, this one about an ominous white rat
called the Bane. The Underlanders know there is only one
way to lure Gregor back to their world: by kidnapping his

Scholastic Inc.

Gregor the Overlander (The Underland
Chronicles #1: New Edition)
Suzanne Collins
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$7.99 USD
336 pages

Summary:
This irresistible novel by Suzanne Collins, New York
Times bestselling author of The Hunger Games, tells
the story of a boy who embarks on a dangerous quest
in order to fulfill his destiny -- and find his father -- in a
strange world beneath New York City.

When Gregor falls through a grate in the laundry room of
his apartment building, he hurtles into the dark Underland,
where spiders, rats, cockroaches coexist uneasily with
humans. This world is on the brink of war, and Gregor's
arrival is no accident. A prophecy foretells that Gregor has a
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Tor Science Fiction

The Stars Now Unclaimed
Drew Williams
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$8.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: "The only thing more fun than a bonkers
space battle is a whole book packed with bonkers
space battles. Come for the exploding spaceships, stay
for the intriguing universe."—Becky Chambers, author
of A Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet

Jane Kamali is an agent for the Justified. Her mission: to
recruit children with miraculous gifts in the hope that they
might prevent the Pulse from once again sending countless
worlds back to the dark ages.

Hot on her trail is the Pax—a collection of fascist zealots
who believe they are the rightful rulers of the galaxy and

Tor Fantasy

The Mage-Fire War
L. E. Modesitt, Jr.
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$9.99 USD
704 pages

Summary: Prejudice against the use of chaos magic force
Beltur and his companions to flee their refuge in Axalt. The
rulers of nearby Montgren have offered them sanctuary and
the opportunity to become the Councilors of the run-down
and disintegrating town of Haven.

Montegren lacks any mages—white or black—making this
seem like the perfect opportunity to start again.

Beltur and the others must reinstitute law and order, rebuilt
parts of the town, deal with brigands—and thwart an
invading army.

Baen

Frozen Orbit
Patrick Chiles
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$8.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: THE BEGINNING OF LIFE AWAITS AT THE
END OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.

A FROZEN ANSWER AT THE EDGE OF PLANETARY SPACE

Set to embark on NASA’s first expedition to the outer
planets, the crew of the spacecraft Magellan learns someone
else has beaten them by a few decades: a top-secret Soviet
project codenamed Arkangel.

Now during their long race to the Kuiper Belt, astronauts
Jack Templeton and Traci Keene must unwind a decades-old
mystery buried in the pages of a dead cosmonaut’s journal.

Baen

Council of Fire
Eric Flint, Walter H. Hunt
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$8.99 USD
672 pages

Summary: THE DRAGON AWARD–WINNING ARCANE
AMERICA SERIES

THE GREAT SUNDERING HAS ARRIVED

Halley’s Comet, 1759. The comet veers and strikes the Earth
with nature-altering force. The New World splits from the
Old. A chain of mountains rises in the Mid-Atlantic. No ship
from the New World can find a passage to the Old. Those
who try . . . simply disappear.

But the greatest change the comet has wrought is the dawn
of real magic—and very real monsters. A kraken in the
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Baen

Gunpowder & Embers
John Ringo, Kacey Ezell, Christopher L. Smith
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$8.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: IN THE SMOKING RUINS OF OUR WORLD,
WILL THE STRUGGLE FOR YESTERDAY'S TECHNOLOGY
SPARK TOMORROW'S GLOBAL WAR?

WAR IN THE SMOKING RUINS OF TOMORROW!

Thirty years ago, the world ended. Giant electrovoric ants
and pterodons came through a rift in space-time, millions of
humans died, and that was that.Human ingenuity has
provided some creative workarounds to life without
electricity and with giant homicidal ants, but most people
merely get by at subsistence level.

Grand Central Publishing

Patternmaster
Octavia E. Butler
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$16.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: An all-powerful ruler's son vies for control
over the human race in this brilliant conclusion to the
Patternist saga, from the critically acclaimed author of
Parable of the Sower.

In the far future, the human race is divided into two groups
striving for power. The Patternmaster rules over all, the
leader of the telepathic Patternist race whose thoughts can
destroy or heal at his whim. The only threat to his power
are the Clayarks, mutant humans created by an alien
pandemic, who now live either enslaved by the Patternists
or in the wild.

Image Comics

Leviathan Volume 1
John Layman, Nick Pitarra, Michael Garland
Pub Date: 12/29/20
$16.99 USD
120 pages

Summary:
Poor ol’ Ryan DeLuca didn’t buy enough beer for his party and while
he was out on a beer run his idiot buddies busted out some mystical
arcana and performed a demonic summoning ceremony. And this
ceremony unleashed not just a giant monster from hell, but sets off a
domino effect of destruction, chaos and madness—unleashing
dinosaurs and demons, scientific perversions and unholy
abominations, radioactive mutants and giant mechs! Buckle up!
Join JOHN LAYMAN, multiple Eisner-winning co-creator of CHEW,
and NICK PITARRA, Eisner-nominated co-creator of THE
MANHATTAN PROJECTS, along with colorist MICHAEL GARLAND
(also THE MANHATTAN PROJECTS,) for an eye-popping,
face-melting, reality-defying, nonstop rush of PURE COMIC-BOOK
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